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On Fire 
LARRY SCHWARM 

With an Introduction by Robert Adams 

INAUGURAL WINNER 

The Center for Documentary Studies /Honickman First Book Prize in Photography 

A startling, mesmerizing series of photographs of prairie fires, On Fire 

transports us from moments of almost apocalyptic splendor to the stillness 

of near abstraction. For over a decade Kansas-based photographer Larry 

Schwarm has been making extraordinary color photographs of the dramatic 

prairie fires that sweep across the vast grasslands of his native state 

each spring. Based on this stunning and extensive body of work, Schwarm 

was chosen from over 500 submissions as the inaugural winner of the 

CDS/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography. With the publication of 

On Fire, Duke University Press, in association with the Center for Documentary 

Studies and The Honickman Foundation, launches this major biennial book 

prize for American photographers. 

Fire is an essential element of 

the ecosystem. Every spring, the 

expanses of tallgrass prairie in the 

Flint Hills of east-central Kansas 

undergo controlled burning. 

For photographer Larry Schwarm, 

documenting these fires has 

become a passion. He captures 

the essence of the fires and their 

distinct personalities —ranging 

from calm and lyrical to angry 

and raging. His photos allow us 

to see the redemptive power of fire and to remove ourselves from its tragic 

elements. Through Schwarm’s lens, the horizon takes on new meaning, as we 

view the sublime, mystical, and sensual character of the burning landscape. 

Schwarm connects the enormous power and devastation of fire to what can 

only be identified as another kind of creation—the creation of beauty. 

A LYNDHURST BOOK 

Published in association with the Center for Documentary Studies 

“Fire has a connection to our collective unconscious. It is good and evil, 

soothing and terrifying, protection and threat, destruction and rebirth.” 

-LARRY SCHWARM 

“Schwarm’s photographs of fire on the prairie are so compelling that 

I cannot imagine any later photographer trying to do better.’’-ROBERT 

ADAMS, Inaugural Judge, from his Introduction 

Larry Schwarm’s photographs 

of prairie fires have been exhibited 

widely across the United States 

over the past ten years, both in 

solo and group shows. They have 

appeared in various publications, 

including An American Century of 

Photography (Abrams), Between 

Home and Heaven: Contemporary 

American Landscape Photography, 

Harper’s Magazine, and Blind Spot. His work is in the 

permanent collections of the Minneapolis Institute of the 

Arts, Milwaukee Museum of Art, Spencer Museum of Art 

(Lawrence, Kansas), PaineWebber Landscape Collection 

(curated by John Szarkowski), and numerous other collec¬ 

tions. Larry Schwarm is Professor of Art at Emporia State 

University in Kansas, where he teaches photography. 

Robert Adams is one of America’s preeminent land¬ 

scape photographers. His work has been published, 

exhibited, and collected throughout the world. His 

books of photographs include From the Missouri West 

and Perfect Times, Perfect Places and his writings 

on photography are available in such books as Beauty 

in Photography and Why People Photograph. 

Courtesy ESU Photo 

Services 

The Center for Documentary Studies/ 

Honickman First Book Prize in Photography 

is open to American photographers who use 

their cameras for creative exploration, whether 

it be of places, people, or communities; of 

the natural or social world; of beauty at large 

or the lack of it; of objective or subjective 

realities. Information and guidelines about 

the next competition (fall 2004) are available 

at http://cds.aas.duke.edu/grants. 

see centerfold insert 
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Love Saves the Day 
A History of American Dance Music Culture, 1970-1979 

TIM LAWRENCE 

Tim Lawrence is Director of the Music Cultures 

Program at the University of East London. He has 

written liner notes for David Mancuso Presents the 

Loft and Masters at Work: The Tenth Anniversary 

Collection. 

INSET 

Dance floor at New Gallery. 

Courtesy of Nicky Siano 

TOP 

Courtesy of Michael Fesco 

BOTTOM 

Donna Summer entering 12 

West. Photo by Waring Abbott 

Opening with David Mancuso's seminal “Love Saves the Day” Valentine’s party, 

Tim Lawrence tells the definitive story of American dance music culture in the 

1970s —from its subterranean roots in NoHo and Hell’s Kitchen to its gaudy 

blossoming in midtown Manhattan to its wildfire transmission through America’s 

suburbs and urban hotspots such as Chicago, Boston, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 

Newark, and Miami. 

Tales of nocturnal journeys, radical music making, 

and polymorphous sexuality flow through the arteries 

of Love Saves the Day like hot liquid vinyl. They are 

interspersed with a detailed examination of the era’s 

most powerful DJs, the venues in which they played, 

and the records they loved to spin—as well as the 

labels, musicians, vocalists, producers, remixers, party 

promoters, journalists, and dance crowds that fuelled 

dance music’s tireless engine. 

Love Saves the Day includes material from over three hundred original interviews 

with the scene’s most influential players, including David Mancuso, Nicky Siano, 

Tom Moulton, Loleatta Holloway, Giorgio Moroder, Francis Grasso, Frankie 

Knuckles, and Earl Young. It incorporates more than twenty special DJ discogra¬ 

phies—listing the favorite records of the most important spinners of the disco 

decade—and a more general discography cataloguing some 600 releases. 

Love Saves the Day also contains a unique collection of more than seventy 

rare photos. 

“At long last, a candid, detailed, and authoritative look back on one of dance music’s 

most seminal moments in time. This book on the genesis of the movement in 1970s 

New York will delight anyone from the researcher wanting some serious unbiased fact¬ 

checking all the way to the casual music lover curious for juicy anecdotes. It’s about 

time!” — FRANCOIS K., DJ and Founder and President of Wave Music 

“At last disco gets the history it deserves. Tim Lawrence tells the story often years that 

shook the musical world with the scholar’s concern for detail and the fan’s concern for 

honor. Great tales of the humble and the hubristic, of money, sex, and the utopia of the 

sound system. Illuminating and moving.” —SIMON FRITH, author of Performing Rites: 

On the Value of Popular Music 

“I wish I’d written it myself.”—BARRY WALTERS, Senior Music Critic, Rolling Stone 

MUSIC 
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New Jersey Dreaming 
Capital, Culture, and the Class of ’58 

SHERRY B. ORTNER 

Pioneering anthropologist Sherry B. Ortner is renowned for her work on the 

Sherpas of Nepal. Now she turns her attention homeward to examine how 

social class is lived in the United States and, specifically, within her own peer 

group. In New Jersey Dreaming, Ortner returns to her Newark roots to present 

an in-depth look at Weequahic High School’s Class of 1958, of which she was 

a member. She explores her classmates’ recollected experiences of the neigh¬ 

borhood and the high school, also written about in the novels of Philip Roth, 

Weequahic High School’s most famous alum. Ortner provides a chronicle of the 

journey of her classmates from the 1950s into the 1990s, following the move¬ 

ment of a striking number of them from modest working- and middle-class 

backgrounds into the wealthy upper-middle or professional/managerial class. 

Sherry B. Ortner is Professor 

of Anthropology at Columbia 

University. She is author of Life 

and Death on Mt. Everest: Sherpas 

and Himalayan Mountaineering, 

Making Gender: The Politics 

and Erotics of Culture, and High 

Religion: A Cultural and Political 

History of Sherpa Buddhism. She 

has received many awards, including 

the John D. and Catherine T. 

MacArthur Foundation Fellowship. 

Ortner tracked down nearly all 304 of her classmates. She interviewed about 

100 in person and spoke with most of the rest by phone, recording her class¬ 

mates’ vivid memories of time, place, and identity. Ortner shows how social 

class affected people’s lives in many hidden and unexamined ways. She also 

demonstrates that the Class of ’58’s extreme upward mobility must be under¬ 

stood in relation to the major identity movements of the twentieth century— 

the campaign against anti-Semitism, the Civil Rights movement, and feminism. 

A multisited study combining field research with an interdisciplinary analytical 

framework, New Jersey Dreaming is a masterly integration of developments 

at the vanguard of contemporary anthropology. Engaging excerpts from Ortner’s 

field notes are interspersed throughout the book. Whether recording the diffi¬ 

culties and pleasures of studying one’s own 

peer group, the cultures of driving in different 

parts of the country, or the contrasting experi¬ 

ences of appointment-making in Los Angeles 

and New York, they provide a rare glimpse 

into the actual doing of ethnographic research. 

SHERI BETH ORTNER 

Her eyes are dark, her hair is too, 
But her heart is light, her cares arc few. 

Secretary Spanish Honor Society 8’ Annex Play 
1; Dramatics Club I, Sagamore 2; Homeroom 
Treasurer 2; Art Chairman 2, 6; Cooking Chair¬ 
man 3; French Club 4; Spanish Club 4; English 
Chairman 4, 5; Biology Chairman 4; Cooking 
Chairman 4; French Chairman 4, 5: Spanish 
Chairman 4, 7; Spanish Secretary 5; Health 
Chairman 5, 6; Booster Club 5; O B.A. Execu¬ 
tive Council 5; O.B.A. Homeroom Representa¬ 
tive 6; O.B.A. Senior Class Representative 8; 
Calumet Agent 6; Art Service Club 6; Stenog¬ 
raphy Chairman 7; M.A.S. Secretary 7; Study 
Secrotary 7; Homeroom Chairman 7; National 
Honor Society 7, 8; 4B Hop Publicity Com¬ 
mittee, 4B Hop Bids Committee; English Sec¬ 
retary 8; Tutor 7; Legend Editor-in-Chicf; Prom 
QlsU rnmmIHM 

“New Jersey Dreaming shatters myths about the history, cul¬ 

ture, and social relations of our society by placing ethnicity 

in a class context, by historicizing Jewish upward mobility, 

and by presenting a new framework for understanding 

identity and power that is firmly rooted in the practices of 

everyday life.” —GEORGE LIPSITZ, author of American 

Studies in a Moment of Danger 

“New Jersey Dreaming is certainly the most impressive of 

books on the American high school experience. It makes one 

of the most important sociological arguments in recent years 

on the dynamics of class in post-World War II American 

society, and it presents innovations and important strategies 

for anthropologists conducting research in and on American 

society.” —GEORGE MARCUS, author of Ethnography 

through Thick and Thin 

ANTHROPOLOGY/CONTEMPORARYAMERICA 
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Dissent from the Homeland 
Essays after September 11 

STANLEY HAUERWAS & FRANK LENTRICCHIA, editors 

Stanley Hauerwas is Gilbert T. Rowe Professor 

of Theological Ethics and Professor of Law at Duke 

University. He is the author of many books, including 

The Hauerwas Reader (see page 51), also published 

by Duke University Press. 

Frank Lentricchia is Katherine Everett Gilbert 

Professor of Literature and Theater Studies at Duke 

University. Among his numerous books are the novel 

Lucchesi and The Whale (see page 16) and Close 

Reading: The Reader (coedited with Andrew DuBois- 

see page 51), both published by Duke University Press. 

FROM DISSENT FROM THE HOMELAND 

“An economy based on waste is inherently and hope¬ 

lessly violent, and war is its inevitable by-product. 

We need a peaceable economy.” —WENDELL BERRY, 

conservationist, farmer, essayist, novelist, and poet 

‘“God Bless America’ is not a hymn any Christian can or 

should sing. At least it is not a hymn any Christian can 

or should sing unless it is understood that God’s bless¬ 

ing incurs God’s judgment.”—STANLEY HAUERWAS 

“The hardest thing in the world is to know how to act 

so as to make the difference that can be made; to know 

how and why that differs from the act that only releases 

or expresses the basic impotence of resentment.” 

-ROWAN WILLIAMS, Archbishop of Canterbury 

“[l]t is instructive to step away for a moment and to 

deny that it is natural and self-explanatory for masses 

of people to be devastated by catastrophe in which they 

have lost no one they know, in a place with which they 

have no particular connections. Is nationality really such 

a natural function of human or even social being? . . . 

[I]s pity or sympathy really so innate a feature of the 

human constitution?”—FREDRIC JAMESON 

“America is threatened by the most powerful enemy 

in its history, the administration of George W. Bush.” 

-FRANK LENTRICCHIA 

Dissent from the Homeland is a book about patriotism, justice, revenge, 

American history and symbology, art and terror, and pacifism. In this deliber¬ 

ately and urgently provocative collection, noted writers, philosophers, literary 

critics, and theologians speak out against the war on terrorism and the gov¬ 

ernment of George W. Bush as a response to the events of September 11, 

2001. Critiquing government policy, citizen apathy, and societal justifications 

following the attacks, these writers present a wide range of opinions on such 

issues as contemporary American foreign policy and displays of patriotism in 

the wake of the disaster. 

Whether illuminating the narratives that have been used to legitimate the war 

on terror, reflecting on the power of American consumer culture to transform 

the attack sites into patriotic tourist attractions, or insisting that to be a 

Christian is to be a pacifist, these essays refuse easy answers. They consider 

why the Middle East harbors a deep-seated hatred for the United States. They 

argue that the U.S. drive to win the Cold War made the nation more like its 

enemies, leading the government to support ruthless anti-Communist tyrants 

such as Mobutu, Suharto, and Pinochet. They urge Americans away from 

the pitfall of national self-righteousness toward an active peaceableness — 

an alert, informed, practiced state of being —deeply contrary to both passivity 

and war. Above all, the essays assembled in Dissent from the Homeland 

are a powerful entreaty for thought, analysis, and understanding. Originally 

published as a special issue of the journal South Atlantic Quarterly, Dissent 

from the Homeland has been expanded to include new essays as well as a 

new introduction and postscript. 

Photo by Erin M. Hathaway 
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A Date Which Will Live 
Pearl Harbor in American Memory 

EMILY S. ROSENBERG 

December 7, 1941—the date of Japan’s surprise attack on the U.S. fleet at 

Pearl Harbor—is “a date which will live” in American history and memory, but 

the stories about Pearl Harbor that will live and the meanings attributed 

to them are hardly settled or singular. In movies, books, and magazines, 

at memorial sites, in public ceremonies, and on television and the internet. 

Pearl Harbor lives in a thousand guises and symbolizes dozens of different 

historical lessons. In A Date Which Will Live, historian Emily S. Rosenberg 

examines the contested meanings of Pearl Harbor in American culture. 

Rosenberg considers the emer¬ 

gence of Pearl Harbor’s symbolic 

role within multiple contexts: as 

a day of infamy that highlighted 

the need for future U.S. military 

preparedness, as an attack that 

opened a “backdoor” to U.S. 

involvement in World War II, as 

an event of national commemora¬ 

tion, and as a central metaphor 

in American-Japanese relations. 

She explores the cultural back¬ 

ground that contributed to Pearl 

Harbor’s resurgence in American 

memory after the fiftieth anniver¬ 

sary of the attack in 1991. 

In doing so, she discusses the 

recent “memory boom” in American culture; the movement to exonerate 

Pearl Harbor’s commanders, Admiral Husband Kimmel and General Walter 

Short; the political mobilization of various groups during the culture and 

history “wars” of the 1990s; and the spectacle surrounding the movie Pearl 

Harbor. Rosenberg concludes with a look at the use of Pearl Harbor as a 

historical frame for understanding the events of September 11, 2001. 

AMERICAN ENCOUNTERS/GLOBAL INTERACTIONS 

A Series Edited by Gilbert M. Joseph and Emily S. Rosenberg 

WORK-FIGHT-SACRIFICE 

Poster issued by the Office of War Information in 1942. 

Courtesy of the U.S. Naval Historical Center 

Emily S. Rosenberg is 

DeWitt Wallace Professor of 

History at Macalester College. 

She is the author of Financial 

Missionaries to the World: 

The Politics and Culture of 

Dollar Diplomacy, 1900-1930 

(see page 36) and Spreading 

the American Dream: American 

Economic and Cultural Expansion, 1890-1945. She is 

coauthor of In Our Times: America since World War II and 

Liberty, Equality, Power: A History of the American People. 

‘“Remember Pearl Harbor.’ Every radio program during 

my World War II childhood ended with that slogan. Emily 

S. Rosenberg has written a splendid history of the con¬ 

tested memories of Pearl Harbor over the past sixty years, 

memories that frame American opinions of everything from 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s war against the Axis to 

President George W. Bush’s war against the Axis of Evil.” 

-james m. McPherson, author of Crossroads of 

Freedom: Antietam, The Battle that Changed the Course 

of the Civil War 

“Shortly after the fiftieth-anniversary ceremonies at the 

USS Arizona Memorial in December 1991, I viewed this 

sacred American relic using a snorkel and mask in the 

waters of Pearl Harbor. The battleship still endures, bleed¬ 

ing drops of oil with regularity, attracting the curious and 

the reverent, anchoring in a site the command ‘Remember 

Pearl Harbor.’ But what are we asked to remember?. . . 

Emily S. Rosenberg’s welcome book is about the history 

of the use of the powerful symbol of ‘Pearl Harbor,’ 

a symbol as enduring and haunting as the USS Arizona 

itself.”—EDWARD T. LINENTHAL, author of Sacred 

Ground: Americans and Their Battlefields 

“To trace and analyze the changing images of the Pearl 

Harbor attack held by generations of Americans is a daunt¬ 

ing task, requiring the skills of a seasoned cultural and 

social historian. Emily S. Rosenberg superbly fits the 

requirements. This is the best, perhaps the only, study 

of the Pearl Harbor icon.” —AKIRA IRIYE, author of Pearl 

Harbor and the Coming of the Pacific War 

AMERICAN HISTORY 
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The Male Pill 
A Biography of a Technology in the Making 

NELLY OUDSHOORN 

Nelly Oudshoorn is Professor 

of Gender and Technology at Twente 

University in Amsterdam. She is the 

author of Beyond the Natural Body: 

An Archaeology of Sex Hormones 

and coeditor of Bodies of 

Technology: Women’s Involvement 

with Reproductive Medicine. 

Photo by Erin M. Hathaway 

The Male Pill is the first book to reveal the history of hormonal contraceptives 

for men. Nelly Oudshoorn explains why it is that, although the technical feasi¬ 

bility of male contraceptives was demonstrated as early as the late 1970s, 

there is, to date, no male pill. Ever since the idea of hormonal contraceptives 

for men was introduced, Oudshoorn stresses, scientists, feminists, journalists, 

and pharmaceutical entrepreneurs have questioned whether men and women 

would accept a new male contraceptive if one were available. Providing a 

richly detailed examination of the cultural, policy, and scientific work around 

the male pill from the 1960s through the 1990s, she advances work at the 

intersection of gender studies and the sociology of technology. 

Oudshoorn emphasizes that the introduction of contra¬ 

ceptives for men depends to a great extent on changing 

ideas about reproductive responsibility. Initial interest 

in the male pill, she shows, came from outside the sci¬ 

entific community: from the governments of China and 

India, which were interested in population control, and 

from Western feminists, who wanted the responsibilities 

and health risks associated with contraception shared 

more equally between the sexes. She documents how 

in the 1970s, the World Health Organization took the lead in investigating 

male contraceptives by coordinating an unprecedented, worldwide research 

network. She chronicles how the search for a male pill required significant 

reorganization of drug-testing standards and protocols and of the family-plan¬ 

ning infrastructure—including founding special clinics for men, creating sepa¬ 

rate spaces for men within existing clinics, enrolling new professionals, and 

defining new categories of patients. The Male Pill is ultimately a story as 

much about the design of masculinities in the last decades of the twentieth 

century as it is about the development of safe and effective technologies. 

“The Male Pill is a superb book on a very important and deeply interesting topic that 

has been amazingly understudied. It will be the canonic volume in male reproduction 

studies for several decades. There is nothing else that even begins to do what Nelly 

Oudshoorn accomplishes here.” —ADELE E. CLARKE, author of Disciplining 

Reproduction: Modernity, American Life Sciences, and the Problems of Sex 

“While many reviews have been written about the technical aspects of male reproductive 

research, this book explores the complex, associated social factors. It deserves to be 

read by all involved in the field and by all those who ask ‘Why have women had so 

many contraceptive options for so long while men have so few?’” —GEOFFREY M. H. 

WAITES, former manager of the Male Task Force of the World Health Organization’s 

Human Reproduction Programme 

GENDER STUDIES/HEALTH & MEDICINE 
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Feeding Anorexia 
Gender and Power at a Treatment Center 

HELEN GREMILLION 

Feeding Anorexia challenges prevailing assumptions regarding the notorious 

difficulty of curing anorexia nervosa. Through a vivid chronicle of treatments 

at a state-of-the-art hospital program, Helen Gremillion reveals how the thera¬ 

pies participate unwittingly in culturally dominant ideals of gender, individual¬ 

ism, physical fitness, and family life that have contributed to the dramatic 

increase in the incidence of anorexia in the United States since the 1970s. 

She describes how strategies including the meticulous measurement of 

patients’ progress in terms of body weight and calories consumed ultimately 

feed the problem, not only reinforcing ideas about the regulation of women’s 

bodies, but also fostering in many girls and women greater expertise in 

the formidable constellation of skills anorexia requires. At the same time, 

Gremillion shows how contradictions and struggles in treatment can help 

open up spaces for change. 

Helen Gremillion is Assistant Professor and Peg Zeglin 

Brand Chair of the Department of Gender Studies at 

Indiana University, Bloomington. 

“This is a wonderful, beautifully written, intelligent account 

of anorexia nervosa—and I say that as someone in feminist 

theory, women’s studies, and medical discourse analysis 

who had hoped she would go to her grave without ever 

having to read another word about anorexia nervosa. This 

really is a fresh interpretation, and the ethnographic material 

is stunning, dramatic, and described with precision, sophisti¬ 

cation, and telling novelistic detail.” —PAULA A. 

TREICHLER, author of How to Have Theory in an Epidemic: 

Cultural Chronicles of AIDS 

Feeding Anorexia is based on fourteen months of ethnographic research in 

a small inpatient unit located in a major teaching and research hospital in 

the western United States. Gremillion attended group, family, and individual 

therapy sessions and medical staff meetings; ate meals with patients; and 

took part in outings and recreational activities. She also conducted over one 

hundred interviews —with patients, parents, staff, and clinicians. Among the 

issues she explores are the relationship between calorie-counting and the 

management of consumer desire; why the “typical” anorexic patient is middle- 

class and white; the extent to which power differentials among clinicians, 

staff, and patients model “anorexic families”; and the potential of narrative 

therapy to constructively reframe some of the problematic assumptions under¬ 

lying more mainstream treatments. 

BODY, COMMODITY, TEXT 

A Series Edited by Arjun Appadurai, Jean Comaroff, and Judith Farquhar 

“Time after time in my conversations with hospital patients I was bewildered when they 

informed me ‘I became more anorexic for the doctors!’ and when their mothers told 

me ‘They said I shouldn’t love my daughter so much!’ Feeding Anorexia helps us all to 

comprehend such unintended consequences of mainstream treatments. It should lead to 

the reconsideration of anorexia itself and its treatment by professionals such as myself.” 

— DAVID EPSTON, coauthor of Biting the Hand That Starves You: Inspiring Resistance 

to Anorexia/Bulimia and Narrative Means to Therapeutic Ends 

“Many have sensed that anorexia makes visible in some way pathologies that are partic¬ 

ular to liberal consumer society, but few grasped its nature and significance as acutely 

as Helen Gremillion. Her account is as compelling as it is compassionate.” —JEAN 

COMAROFF, University of Chicago 

“Helen Gremillion has presented an intellectual tour de force 

in this book. She has taken one of the most contentious 

and resistant expressions of women’s and girls’ subjectivity, 

anorexia, and provided us with a dynamic social and politi¬ 

cal framework by which to understand its perplexing opera¬ 

tions.”—ELIZABETH GROSZ, author of Volatile Bodies: 

Toward a Corporeal Feminism 

Photo by Erin M. Hathaway 
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Ivy and Industry 
Business and the Making 

of the American University, 1880-1980 

CHRISTOPHER NEWFIELD 

Christopher Newfield is 

Professor of English at the 

University of California, Santa 

Barbara. He is the author of 

The Emerson Effect: Individualism 

and Submission in America 

and coeditor of Mapping 

Multiculturalism and After Political 

Correctness: The Humanities 

and Society in the 1990s. 

“Christopher Newfield’s application of the management 

model and metaphor to the academic scene leads him 

into what is by far the freshest and most nuanced argu¬ 

ment on the corporatization of the university that I can 

think of.” —BRUCE ROBBINS, author of Secular 

Vocations: Intellectuals, Professionalism, Culture 

“In this compellingly argued book, Christopher Newfield 

puts current discussions of the corporatization of higher 

education in a completely new and historically informed 

light. As Newfield shows, the marriage of ivy and indus¬ 

try is both older and more complex than current cri¬ 

tiques of the university have suggested.” —GERALD 

GRAFF, author of Clueless in Academe: How Schooling 

Obscures the Life of the Mind 

Emphasizing how profoundly the American research university has been 

shaped by business and the humanities alike, Ivy and Industry is a vital 

contribution to debates about the corporatization of higher education in 

the United States. Christopher Newfield traces major trends in the intellectual 

and institutional history of the research university from 1880 to 1980. He 

pays particular attention to the connections between the changing forms 

and demands of American business and the cultivation of a university-trained 

middle class. He contends that by imbuing its staff and students with 

seemingly opposed ideas—of self-development on the one hand and of an 

economic system existing prior to and inviolate of their own activity on the 

other—the university has created a deeply conflicted middle class. 

Newfield views management as neither 

inherently good nor bad, but rather as 

a challenge to and tool for negotiating 

modern life. In Ivy and Industry he 

integrates business and managerial 

philosophies from Taylorism through 

Tom Peters’s “culture of excellence” 

with the speeches and writings of lead¬ 

ing university administrators and fed¬ 

eral and state education and science 

policies. He discusses the financial 

dependence on industry and govern¬ 

ment that was established in the 

university’s early years and the equal 

influence of liberal arts traditions 

on faculty and administrators. He describes the arrival of a managerial ethos 

on campus well before World War II, showing how managerial strategies 

shaped even fields seemingly isolated from commerce, like literary studies. 

Demonstrating that business and the humanities have each had a far stronger 

impact on higher education in the United States than is commonly thought, 

Ivy and Industry is the dramatic story of how universities have approached 

their dual mission of expanding the mind of the individual while stimulating 

economic growth. 

Photo by Erin M. Hathaway 
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Matters of Gravity 
Special Effects and Supermen in the 20th Century 

SCOTT BUKATMAN 

The headlong rush, the rapid montage, the soaring superhero, the plunging 

roller coaster— Matters of Gravity focuses on the experience of technological 

spectacle in American popular culture over the past century. In these essays, 

leading media and cultural theorist Scott Bukatman reveals how popular cul¬ 

ture tames the threats posed by technology and urban modernity by immers¬ 

ing people in delirious kinetic environments like those traversed by Plastic 

Man, Superman, and the careening astronauts of 2001: A Space Odyssey and 

The Right Stuff. He argues that as advanced technologies have proliferated, 

popular culture has turned the attendant fear of instability into the thrill of 

topsy-turvydom, often by presenting images and experiences of weightless 

escape from controlled space. 

Considering theme parks, cyberspace, cinematic special effects, superhero 

comics, and musical films, Matters of Gravity highlights phenomena that 

make technology spectacular, permit unfettered flights of fantasy, and free 

us momentarily from the weight of gravity and history, of past and present. 

Bukatman delves into the dynamic ways pop culture imagines that apotheosis 

of modernity: the urban metropolis. He points to two genres, musical films 

and superhero comics, that turn the city into a unique site of transformative 

power. Leaping in single bounds from lively descriptions to sharp theoretical 

insights, Matters of Gravity is a deft, exhilarating celebration of the liberatory 

effects of popular culture. 

"Matters of Gravity is more than a collection of tour de force essays, although it is 

certainly that. It maps an important theoretical and critical project, reclaiming the 

‘lively arts’ and exploring the kinetic and affective dimensions of popular culture. 

Scott Bukatman’s breathless prose and conceptual pyrotechnics embody popular 

culture’s dynamism, making us feel it, making us want to dance it. His writing crack¬ 

les with wit, sparkles with vividness, and throbs with his own passionate engagement 

with his topic.”—HENRY JENKINS, coeditor of Hop on Pop: The Politics and 

Pleasures of Popular Culture 

“Scott Bukatman is one of the very top figures in the attempt of cultural studies to 

understand modernity by looking at the interlocking of such phenomena as urbanism, 

new forms of masculinity, new technologies, and the role of the body.”—DANA 

POLAN, author of the British Film Institute books In a Lonely Place and Pulp Fiction 

Photo by Craig Weiss 

Scott Bukatman is Assistant 

Professor of Art and Art History 

at Stanford University. He is the 

author of Terminal Identity: The 

Virtual Subject in Postmodern 

Science Fiction, also published 

by Duke University Press. 

Cover image from Mr. X (Issue #7, February 1986). Cover art by Howard 

Chaykin and Leslie Zahler. Courtesy of Vortex Comics Inc. 

Also by Scott Bukatman 

Terminal Identity 

The Virtual Subject in 

Postmodern Science Fiction 

1993 
paper 0-8223-1340-5, $2i.95/£i8.95 
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Cuban Music from A to Z 
HELIO OROVIO 

Helio Orovio is Musicologist and Historian with 

the Institute of Folklore and Ethnology of Cuba’s 

Academy of Sciences. He is the author of El bolero 

latina and Musica por el caribe and the host of the 

Cuban television show Arte y Folklore. He is also a 

musician who has played with many bands including 

Conjunto Jovenes del Cayo. 

Available in English for the first time, Cuban Music from A to Z is an encyclo¬ 

pedic guide to one of the world’s richest and most influential musical cultures. 

It is the most extensive compendium of information about the singers, 

composers, bands, instruments, and dances of Cuba ever assembled. With 

over 5,000 entries and more than 150 illustrations, this volume is an essential 

reference guide to the music of the island that brought the world the danzon, 

the son, the mambo, the conga, and the cha-cha-cha. 

Orquestra Van-Van 

The life’s work of Cuban historian and musician Helio Orovio, Cuban Music 

from A to Z presents the people, genres, and history of Cuban music. Arranged 

alphabetically and cross-referenced, the thousands of entries span from 

abakua to Eddy Zervigon, a Cuban bandleader now based in New York City. 

They reveal an extraordinary fusion of musical elements, evident in the unique 

blend of African and Spanish traditions of the son musical genre or in the 

integration of jazz and rumba in the timba style developed by bands like Opus 

13, Afrocuba, Charanga Habanera, Chucho Valdes’s Irakeke, Jose Luis Cortes’s 

NG La Banda, and the Buena Vista Social Club. Folk and classical music, little- 

known composers and international superstars, drums and string instruments, 

symphonies and theaters—it’s all here. 

Celia Cruz 
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The Cuba Reader 
History, Culture, Politics 

AVIVA CHOMSKY, BARRY CARR, 

& PAMELA MARfA SMORKALOFF, editors 

Fidel Castro, from The Early Fidel 

Cuba is often perceived in starkly black and 

white terms —either as the site of one of Latin 

America’s most successful revolutions or as the 

repressive regime that is the world’s last bas¬ 

tion of communism. The Cuba Reader multiplies 

perspectives on the nation many times over, 

presenting more than one hundred selections 

about Cuba’s history, culture, and politics. 

Beginning with the first written account of the 

island, penned by Christopher Columbus in 

1492, the selections assembled here track 

Cuban history from the colonial period through 

the ascendancy of Fidel Castro to the present. 

The Cuba Reader combines songs, paintings, photographs, poems, short sto¬ 

ries, speeches, cartoons, government reports and proclamations, and pieces 

by historians, journalists, and others. Most of these are by Cubans both on 

and off the island and many appear for the first time in English. The writings 

and speeches of Jose Marti, Fernando Ortiz, Fidel Castro, Alejo Carpentier, 

Che Guevera, and Reinaldo Arenas appear alongside the testimonies of slaves, 

prostitutes, doctors, travelers, and activists. Some selections examine health, 

education, Catholicism, and santena; others celebrate Cuba’s vibrant dance, 

music, film, and literary cultures. The pieces are grouped into chronological 

sections. Each section and individual selection is preceded by a brief introduc¬ 

tion by the editors. 

The volume presents a number of pieces about twentieth-century Cuba, 

including the events leading up to and following Castro’s January 1959 

announcement of revolution. It provides a look at Cuba in relation to the rest 

of the world: the effect of its revolution on Latin America and the Caribbean, 

its alliance with the Soviet Union from the 1960s until the collapse of the 

Soviet bloc in 1989, and its tumultuous relationship with the United States. 

The Cuba Reader also describes life in the periodo especial following the 

cutoff of Soviet aid and the tightening of the U.S. embargo. 

For students, travelers, and all those who want to know more about the 

island nation just ninety miles south of Miami, The Cuba Reader is an invalu¬ 

able introduction. 

LATIN AMERICA READERS 

A Series Edited by Robin Kirk and Orin Starn 

Aviva Chomsky is Professor of History and Coordinator 

of Latin American Studies at Salem State College. She is 

the author of West Indian Workers and the United Fruit 

Company in Costa Rica, 18/0-1940. Barry Carr is Director 

of the Institute of Latin American Studies at La Trobe 

University in Melbourne, Australia. He is the author of 

Marxism and Communism in Twentieth-Century Mexico. 

Pamela Marfa Smorkaloff is Director of Latin American 

and Latino Studies and Associate Professor of Spanish 

at Montclair State University. She is the author of Cuban 

Writers on and off the Island. 

Cigar factory workers. Photo by Tania Jovanovich 

“The Cuba Reader offers a splendid overview of the Cuban 

experience, past and present, through a dazzling array of 

points of view. The voices of participants and observers, 

perspectives on the extraordinary and the commonplace, 

with imagery conveyed by way of photography and poetry, 

through the lyric of music and the nuance of the novel, 

make for a compelling collection of material. The very full¬ 

ness of its vision makes The Cuba Reader indispensable.” 

— LOUIS A. PEREZ, JR., author of On Becoming Cuban: 

Identity, Nationality, and Culture 

Also available in 

The Latin America Readers Series 

For more information, see page 47 
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The Crux 
CHARLOTTE PERKINS GILMAN 

With an Introduction by Dana Seitler 

Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1860-1935) was the 

author of novels, short stories, poems, and nonfiction 

studies. She is best known for The Yellow Wallpaper 

(1892), Women and Economics (1898), and Herland 

(1915)- 

Dana Seitler is Assistant Professor of Literary Theory 

and Cultural Studies at Wayne State University. 

Charlotte Perkins Gilman in 1900. Photo by Chas K. Lumius 

Long out of print, Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s novel The Crux is an important 

early feminist work that brings to the fore complicated issues of gender, 

citizenship, eugenics, and frontier nationalism. First published serially in the 

feminist journal The Forerunner in 1910, The Crux tells the story of a group 

of New England women who move west to operate a boarding house for men 

in Colorado. The innocent central character, Vivian Lane, falls in love with 

Morton Elder, who has both gonorrhea and syphilis. The concern of the novel 

is not so much that Vivian will catch syphilis, but that, if she were to marry 

and have children with Morton, she would harm the “national stock.” 

The novel was written, in Gilman’s words, as a “story... for young women 

to read ... in order that they may protect themselves and their children 

to come.” What was to be protected was the civic imperative to produce 

“pureblooded” citizens for a utopian ideal. 

Dana Seitler’s introduction provides historical context, revealing The Crux as 

an allegory for social and political anxieties —including the rampant insecuri¬ 

ties over contagion and disease —in the United States at the beginning of 

the twentieth century. Seitler highlights the importance of The Crux to under¬ 

standings of Gilman’s body of work specifically and early feminism more gen¬ 

erally. She shows how the novel complicates critical history by illustrating the 

biological argument undergirding Gilman’s feminism. Indeed, The Crux demon¬ 

strates how popular conceptions of eugenic science were attractive to feminist 

authors and intellectuals because they suggested that ideologies of national 

progress and U.S. expansionism depended as much on women and mother¬ 

hood as on masculine contest. 

“What a treat to have another Gilman novel —until now largely ignored—available. We 

are indebted to Duke University Press for publishing it as a separate piece and to Dana 

Seitler for her provocative and stimulating introduction. The Crux is in many ways a 

period piece embodying what today seems outmoded and sometimes outrageous views. 

Oddly, these same views are also startlingly and wickedly relevant today.” —ANN J. 

LANE, author of To Herland and Beyond: The Life and Work of Charlotte Perkins Gilman 

“With reproductive technologies at the center of feminist, medical, and national debate. 

The Crux offers a fascinating historical perspective on the relationship of reproduction 

and nationalism. Dana Seitler’s introduction offers a useful context in which to read 

Gilman’s quirky, biology-based feminism, her depiction of a women’s community in the 

west, and, generally, the relationship between fiction-writing and the fashioning of 

gender roles that fueled Gilman’s particular brand of activism.” —PRISCILLA WALD, 

author of Constituting Americans: Cultural Anxiety and Narrative Form 
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Four from the founding mothers of mysteiy 

“From the very beginning women writers have been of fundamental importance to the mystery genre and these highly 

entertaining works by two of the founding ‘mothers’ of the American mystery novel demonstrate why. Times may have 

changed since these books were first published, but good reading never goes out of fashion.’’-dean james, coauthor of 

By a Woman’s Hand: A Guide to Mystery Fiction by Women and manager of Murder by the Book (Houston, Texas) 

The Dead Letter and The Figure Eight 

METTA FULLER VICTOR 

With an Introduction by Catherine Ross Nickerson 

That Affair Next Door and Lost Man’s Lane 

ANNA KATHARINE GREEN 

With an Introduction by Catherine Ross Nickerson 

Before Raymond Chandler, 

before Dorothy Sayers or 

Agatha Christie, there was 

Metta Fuller Victor, the first 

American author—man or 

woman —of a full-length detec¬ 

tive novel. This novel, The 

Dead Letter (1866) is presented 

here along with another of 

Victor’s mysteries. The Figure 

Eight (1869). Both novels were 

written under the name Seeley 

Regester. Together, these sto¬ 

ries show how—by combining conventions of the mystery form 

first developed by Edgar Allan Poe with those of the domestic 

novel—Victor pioneered the domestic detective story and paved 

the way for generations of writers to follow. 

Metta Fuller Victor (1831-1885) was a publisher, editor, author, and 

moral reformer. She is perhaps best known for her abolitionist dime 

novel Maum Guinea and Her Plantation Children (1861). Matching differ¬ 

ent pseudonyms to different genres, she published popular works for 

children and adults —including mysteries, Westerns, romances, temper¬ 

ance novels, and rags-to-riches tales. She wrote numerous pieces 

against slavery, alcohol, and Mormon polygamy. 

Catherine Ross Nickerson is Associate Professor of English at Emory 

University. She is the author of The Web of Iniquity: Early Detective 

Fiction by American Women, also published by Duke University Press. 

“Sinister governesses sleepwalk, wronged young men vow revenge, and 

mysterious deathbed messages appear in two rediscovered Gothic gems 

from Metta Fuller Victor. Fans of Louisa May Alcott’s thrillers will devour 

these inventive tales from a pioneer in American detective fiction." 

— ELIZABETH FOXWELL, mystery writer and contributing editor, Mystery 

Scene magazine 

“Move over. Miss Marple! The original spinster sleuth is back, confronting 

ghostly coaches, nosing into family skullduggery, and tripping over occa¬ 

sional corpses. Three cheers for Amelia Butterworth and her creator Anna 

Katharine Green.” —ELIZABETH FOXWELL, mystery writer and contribut¬ 

ing editor, Mystery Scene magazine 

Anna Katharine Green was 

the most famous and prolific 

writer of detective fiction in 

the United States prior to 

Dashiell Hammett. Her first 

novel, The Leavenworth 

Case, was the bestseller 

of 1878. Green is credited 

with a number of “firsts” within the mystery genre, including 

the gentleman murdered as he makes out his will and the icicle 

as murder weapon. She created the first female detectives in 

American fiction. Her amateur spinster sleuth, Amelia Butterworth, 

became the prototype for numerous women detectives to follow, 

including Agatha Christie’s Miss Marple. Nosy, opinionated, and 

tenacious, Amelia Butterworth engages in a sustained rivalry with 

Ebenezer Gryce, a police detective. In the interaction between 

these characters, Green developed two more conventions 

adopted by future generations of mystery writers: the investiga¬ 

tion as battle between the sexes and between the professional 

and the unexpectedly sharp, observant amateur. This volume 

presents two of Green’s Amelia Butterworth tales: That Affair Next 

Door (1897) and Lost Man’s Lane (1898). 

Anna Katharine Green (1846-1935) was a well-reviewed and com¬ 

mercially successful author of detective novels. She wrote thirty-four 

novels and four collections of stories. 
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now in paperback 

Passed On 
African American Mourning Stories 

A Memorial 

KARLA FC HOLLOWAY 

Karla FC Holloway is William R. Kenan )r. Professor 

of English and Dean of Humanities and Social 

Sciences at Duke University. She is the author of 

Moorings and Metaphors: Figures of Culture and 

Gender in Black Women’s Literature and Codes of 

Conduct: Race, Ethics, and the Color of Our Character. 

Holloway is also Associate Faculty Scholar in the Duke 

Institute for Care at the End of Life. 

“[A] fascinating book. ... By weaving interviews, 

historical accounts, and personal reflections, Holloway 

demonstrates how a combination of racial injustice, 

violence against blacks, and medical neglect has 

shaped black people’s expected transition between 

this world and the afterlife. . . . [It] may help physicians 

today understand why some African Americans do 

not fully trust our present medical system.”—BRIAN 

C. REED, Journal of the American Medical Association 

“[A] stunning portrait of African American death in 

the 20th century.” — Virginia Quarterly Review 

“[An] engaging and, at times, heartbreaking study 

of death in African American culture. . . .’’ — ERIK 

BLEDSOE, Foreword 

“Karla Holloway writes about a central and little- 

explored American phenomenon with a wide and 

patient breadth of knowledge and a startlingly profound 

personal depth. It feels like a book as durable as a 

well-shaped stone—as reliable, useful and finally con¬ 

soling, however hard to bear.”—REYNOLDS PRICE 

“Beginning with the tragic loss of her son, Karla 

Holloway poignantly examines how race not only affects 

the meaning of black lives, but their deaths as well.” 

— PAULA GIDDINGS, author of When and Where I 

Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex 

in America 

Passed On is a portrait of death and dying and a history of the funeral busi¬ 

ness in twentieth-century African America. Through poignant reflection and 

thorough investigation of the myths, rituals, economics, and politics of African 

American mourning and burial practices, Karla FC Holloway finds that ways 

of dying are just as much a part of black identity as ways of living. Gracefully 

interweaving interviews, archival research, and analyses of literature, film, 

and music, Holloway shows how the vulnerability of African Americans to 

untimely death is inextricably linked to how black culture represents itself 

and is represented. 

With a focus on the “death-care” 

industry—black funeral homes and 

morticians, the history of the profession 

and its practices —Holloway examines 

all facets of the burial business, from 

physicians, hospital chaplains, and 

hospice administrators, to embalming- 

chemical salesmen, casket makers, 

funeral directors, and grieving relatives. 

She uses narrative, photographs, and 

images to summon a painful history of 

lynchings, white rage and riot, medical 

malpractice and neglect, executions, 

and neighborhood violence. Revealing 

both unexpected humor and anticipated 

tragedy, Holloway tells a story of the 

experiences of black folk in the funeral profession and its clientele. She also 

reluctantly describes how her son’s death, in the midst of her writing of this 

book, painfully brought her research home. 

A JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN CENTER BOOK 

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES/DEATH & DYING 
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now in paperback 

Fixin’ to Git 
One Fan’s Love Affair with NASCAR’s Winston Cup 

JIM WRIGHT 

In the past twenty years, big-time stock car racing has become America’s 

fastest growing spectator sport. Winston Cup races draw larger audiences — 

at the tracks and on television—than any other sport, and drivers like Dale 

Jarrett, Jeff Gordon, and Mark Martin have become cultural icons whose 

endorsements command millions. What accounts for NASCAR’s surging 

popularity? 

For years a “closeted” NASCAR fan, Professor Jim Wright took advantage of 

a sabbatical in 1999 to attend stock car races at seven of the Winston Cup’s 

legendary venues: Daytona, Indianapolis, Darlington, Charlotte, Richmond, 

Atlanta, and Talladega. The “Fixin’ to Git Road Tour” resulted in this book— 

not just a travelogue of Wright’s year at the races, but a fan’s valentine 

to the spectacle, the pageantry, and the subculture of Winston Cup racing. 

Wright busts the myth that NASCAR is a Southern sport and takes on critics 

who claim that there’s nothing to racing but “drive fast, turn left,” revealing 

the skill, mental acuity, and physical stamina required by drivers and their 

crews. Mostly, though, he captures the experience of loyal NASCAR fans like 

himself, describing the drama in the grandstands —and in the bars, restau¬ 

rants, parking lots, juke joints, motels, and campgrounds where race fans 

congregate. Fie conveys the rich, erotic sensory overload—the sights, the 

sounds, the smells, the feel—of weekends at the Winston Cup race tracks. 

Jim Wright grew up in Indiana watching his father 

race on quarter-mile dirt tracks in the 1950s. After 

spending a couple of decades establishing himself 

as an academic, he began regularly attending 

NASCAR races in the 1990s. A sociologist who has 

taught at Tulane University and currently teaches at 

the University of Central Florida, Wright has written 

seventeen books. He lives in Orlando. 

“This is the very best book to surface on auto racing in many years. Informative, 

entertaining, and eye-opening.”— Booklist 

“Easily the most compelling look at Winston Cup ever.” —SHAWN COURCHESNE, 

The Hartford Courant (Connecticut) 

“If you are a NASCAR fan, or if you just want to know what all the fuss is about, this 

book is for you. . . .’’ — HARVEY JACKSON, The Anniston Star (Alabama) 

“This book’s personal impressions don’t take you behind the pit wall—they take you 

into the stands, where the average folks watch the race. Wright combines the interests 

of the academic and the common race fan for an uncommon vision of NASCAR.” 

— SCOTT HULER, author of A Little Bit Sideways: One Week Inside a NASCAR Winston 

Cup Race Team 

“A wonderful book on stock car racing.” —ROYAL FORD, The Boston Globe 

“The crux of [this] unabashed study is that racing can be good fun. The finest chapters 

focus on the thrill of going 200 mph while negotiating turns on an increasingly stick, 

sloping ellipse."—Publishers Weekly 

SPORTS/RACING 
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now in paperback 

Slobodan Milosevic and 
the Destruction of Yugoslavia 
LOUIS SELL 

With a New Afterword by the Author 

Louis Sell offers an insider’s account of 

the life and times of Slobodan Milosevic, 

filling a gap in the literature on the Yugoslav 

conflicts by covering both the domestic 

Yugoslav side of the collapse and the 

international interventions in the ensuing 

Balkan wars. 

Louis Sell is a retired Foreign Service Officer who served twenty-eight 

years with the U.S. Department of State. He spent seven years in the 

former Yugoslavia with both the Department of State and nongovern¬ 

mental organizations. From 1995-1996 he served as Political Deputy to 

the first High Representative for Bosnian Peace Implementation. In that 

capacity, Sell attended the Dayton Peace Conference and participated 

in the first year of implementation of the Dayton accords. In 2000 he 

served as Kosovo Director of the International Crisis Group. He currently 

teaches at the University of Maine at Farmington. 

“More than a biography, this book provides a compact, coherent review 

of the sad drama that occupied so much of the West’s attention in the 

1990s.”—Foreign Affairs 

“[CJompelling. . . . Sell’s account, based on both the public record and 

interviews with many of the principals as well as his personal experiences, 

offers an impressive yield of telling insights and revealing anecdotes.” 

— ANDREW NAGORSKI, Washington Post Book World 

“Sell has produced a book which will be valued by students of Yugoslavia 

and will be an excellent introduction to those not yet familiar with that 

country’s tragic destruction.” —RICHARD CRAMPTON, Times Literary 

Supplement 

“[T]he most comprehensive and up-to-date account of the war so far pub¬ 

lished in English. [Sell] is fair-minded and keeps his diplomatic cool until 

the end, when with justice he calls Mr. Milosevic ‘an ugly killer’ who even 

now denies the fact of horrendous crimes, and his own responsibility for 

them.” —The Economist 

HISTORY/BIOGRAPHY 

now in paperback 

Lucchesi and The Whale 
FRANK LENTRICCHIA 

Lucchesi and The Whale is an unusual 

work of fiction by controversial critic and 

novelist Frank Lentricchia. Its central 

character, Thomas Lucchesi Jr., is a col¬ 

lege professor in the American heartland 

whose obsessions and compulsions 

include traveling to visit friends in their 

last moments of life —because grief alone 

inspires him to write —and searching for 

secret meaning in Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick. A writer himself, 

Lucchesi tells his students that he teaches “only because [his] 

fiction is commercially untouchable” and to “never forget that.” 

Isolated, anxiety-ridden, and relentlessly self-involved, he does 

achieve a precarious triumph, finding “a secret meaning” to 

Moby-Dick. And Lentricchia’s creations —both Lucchesi and The 

Whale and its main character—reveal this meaning through a 

series of ingeniously self-reflective metaphors, in much the way 

that Melville himself did in and through Moby-Dick. 

Frank Lentricchia is Katherine Everett Gilbert Professor of Literature 

and Theater Studies at Duke University. He is the author of numerous 

critical books including After the New Criticism, Ariel and the Police, 

and Modernist Quartet and several novels including Johnny Critelli and 

The Music of the Inferno. He is coeditor of Dissent from the Homeland: 

Essays after September 11 (see page 4) and Close Reading: The Reader 

(see page 51), both also published by Duke University Press. 

POST-CONTEMPORARY INTERVENTIONS 

A Series Edited by Stanley Fish and Fredric Jameson 

“Lucchesi is Lentricchia’s dour fantastic, an obscure novelist for whom 

nothing that comes naturally comes naturally, hybrid of Orphic self-defeat 

and self-creation.” —R. M. BERRY, American Book Review 

“[VJoyage with Lucchesi and Lentricchia and you’ll emerge with a new, 

broader understanding of Melville, Moby-Dick, and perhaps even the 

immortality of writing.” —GRANT GALLICHO, Commonweal 

“Lentricchia proclaims his aesthetic autonomy in a work that crosses 

genres with alacrity. As fiction, it’s bold and challenging; as criticism, it 

belongs right next to the unconventional Melville commentary of Charles 

Olsen and Paul Metcalf.”— Kirkus Reviews 

“Lucchesi’s take on Moby-Dick may be profound revelation or 

deconstructionist over-reading, but it is most definitely a pleasure.” 

— T. j. GERLACH, Review of Contemporary Fiction 
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Autobiographical Writing 
Across the Disciplines 
A Reader 

DIANE P. FREEDMAN & OLIVIA FREY, EDITORS 

With a Foreword by Ruth Behar 

“This anthology of autobiographic writing by scholars with a range of ties to the acad 

emy, this mosaic of brave, graceful, and compassionate voices, skillfully edited by 

Diane P. Freedman and Olivia Frey, bears testimony to the strength of an intellectual 

movement that is changing the way scholarship is being done. . . . This book asserts 

the importance of a common project, a shared commitment to a way of knowing as 

well as a way of telling.” —RUTH BEHAR, from the foreword 

Autobiographical Writing Across the Disciplines reveals for the first time the 

extraordinary breadth of the intellectual movement toward self-inclusive 

scholarship. Presenting exemplary works of criticism incorporating personal 

narratives, this volume brings together twenty-seven essays from scholars 

in literary studies and history, mathematics and medicine, philosophy, music, 

film, ethnic studies, law, education, anthropology, religion, and biology. 

Pioneers in the development of the hybrid genre of personal scholarship, 

the writers whose work is presented here challenge traditional modes of 

inquiry and ways of knowing. In assembling their work, editors Diane P. 

Freedman and Olivia Frey have provided a rich source of reasons for and 

models of autobiographical criticism. 

The editors’ introduction presents a condensed history of academic writing, 

chronicles the origins of autobiographical criticism, and emphasizes the role 

of feminism in championing the value of personal narrative to disciplinary 

discourse. The essays are all explicitly informed by the identities of their 

authors, among whom are a feminist scientist, a Jewish filmmaker living in 

Germany, a potential carrier of Huntington’s disease, and a doctor pregnant 

while in medical school. Whether describing how being a professor of ethnic 

literature necessarily entails being an activist, how music and cooking are 

related, or how a theology is shaped by cultural identity, the contributors 

illuminate the relationship between their scholarly pursuits and personal 

lives and, in the process, expand the boundaries of their disciplines. 

Diane P. Freedman is Associate Professor of English 

at the University of New Hampshire. She is the author 

of An Alchemy of Genres: Cross-Genre Writing by 

American Feminist Poet-Critics, editor of Millay at 100: 

A Critical Reappraisal, and coeditor of The Teacher’s 

Body: Embodiment, Authority, and Identity in the 

Academy. Olivia Frey, retired from her position as 

Professor of English at St. Olaf College, is now the 

lead administrator at the Village School of Northfleld. 

Freedman and Frey are the coeditors of The Intimate 

Critique, also published by Duke University Press. 

Contributors 

Kwame Anthony Appiah 

Ruth Behar 

Merrill Black 

David Bleich 

James Cone 

Brenda Daly 

Laura B. DeLind 

Carlos L. Dews 

Michael Dorris 

Diane P. Freedman 

Olivia Frey 

Peter Hamlin 

Laura Duhan Kaplan 
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Donald Murray 

Seymour Papert 
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History after Apartheid 
Visual Culture and Public Memory 

in a Democratic South Africa 

ANNIE E. COOMBES 

Annie E. Coombes is Associate Professor and 

Director of Graduate Studies in the School of History 

of Art, Film, and Visual Media at Birkbeck College, 

University of London. She is the author of 

Reinventing Africa: Museums, Material Culture, and 

Popular Imagination in Late Victorian and Edwardian 

England and coeditor of Hybridity and Its Discontents: 

Politics, Science, Culture. 
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Detail from Monument to the Women of South Africa. 
Photo by author 
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Senzeni Marasela, detail from Stompie Seipei died 1989, age 14 (1998). 

Silkscreen on calico, lace. Courtesy of the artist 

The democratic election of Nelson Mandela as president of South Africa in 

1994 marked the demise of apartheid and the beginning of a new struggle to 

define the nation’s past. History after Apartheid analyzes how, in the midst 

of the momentous shift to an inclusive democracy, South Africa’s visual and 

material culture represented the past while at the same time contributing to 

the very process of social transformation. Considering attempts to invent and 

recover historical icons and narratives, art historian Annie E. Coombes exam¬ 

ines how strategies for embodying different models of historical knowledge 

and experience are negotiated in public culture —in monuments, museums, 

and contemporary fine art. 

History after Apartheid explores the dilemmas posed by a wide range of visual 

and material culture including key South African heritage sites. How prominent 

should Nelson Mandela and the African National Congress be in the museum 

at the infamous political prison on Robben Island? How should the post¬ 

apartheid government deal with the Voortrekker Monument mythologizing the 

Boer Trek of 1838? Coombes highlights the contradictory investment in these 

sites among competing constituencies and the tensions involved in the rush 

to produce new histories for the ‘new’ South Africa. 

She reveals how artists and museum officials struggled to adequately represent 

painful and difficult histories ignored or disavowed under apartheid, including 

slavery, homelessness, and the attempted destruction of KhoiSan hunter-gath¬ 

erers. Reflecting on how contemporary South African artists address historical 

memory and the ambiguities uncovered by the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission, Coombes illuminates a body of work dedicated to the struggle 

to simultaneously remember the past and move forward into the future. 
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Wrestling with Diversity 
SANFORD LEVINSON 

“Diversity” has become a mantra within discussions of university admissions 

policies and many other arenas of American society. In the essays collected 

here, Sanford Levinson, a leading scholar of constitutional law and American 

government, wrestles with various notions of diversity. He begins by explaining 

why he finds the concept to be almost useless as a genuine guide to public 

policy. Discussing affirmative action in university admissions, including the 

now famous University of Michigan Law School case, he argues both that 

there may be good reasons to use preferences—including race and ethnicity — 

and that these reasons have relatively little to do with any cogently developed 

theory of diversity. Distinguished by Levinson’s characteristic open-mindedness 

and willingness to tease out the full implications of various claims, each 

of these nine essays, written over the past decade, develops a case study 

focusing on a particular aspect of public life in a richly diverse, and sometimes 

bitterly divided, society. 

Sanford Levinson is W. St. )ohn Garwood and W. 

St. John Garwood Jr. Centennial Chair in Law at the 

University of Texas School of Law. He is the author 

of Written in Stone: Public Monuments in Changing 

Societies (also published by Duke University Press) 

and Constitutional Faith. 

“One could go on to offer an almost endless 

series of examples of ‘diversity’ precisely 

because there is a literally infinite set of possi¬ 

bilities that might lead us to describe ourselves 

as sufficiently different from one another and, 

thus—or so it is claimed—justify some mea¬ 

sure of state recognition of these differences 

and concomitant reflection in relevant social 

policies. The most basic claim of anyone com¬ 

mitted to ‘diversity’ is that ‘one size does not 

fit all.’ Yet, of course, one of the most basic 

claims of a liberal democracy is that in at least 

some important respects all of us are indeed 

‘equal’ and therefore entitled to only one ‘size’ 

of social policy.” —SANFORD LEVINSON, from the 

Introduction 

Although most discussions of diversity have centered on race and ethnicity, 

Levinson is particularly interested in religious diversity and its implications. 

Why, he asks, do arguments for racial and ethnic diversity not also counsel a 

concern to achieve religious diversity within a student body? He considers the 

propriety of judges drawing on their religious views in making legal decisions 

and the kinds of questions senators should feel free to ask nominees to the 

federal judiciary who have proclaimed the importance of their religion in struc¬ 

turing their own lives. In exploring the sense in which Sandy Koufax can be 

said to be a “Jewish baseball player,” he engages in broad reflections on pro¬ 

fessional identity. He asks whether it is desirable, or even possible, to subordi¬ 

nate merely “personal” aspects of one’s identity—religion, political viewpoints, 

gender—to the impersonal demands of the professional role. Wrestling with 

Diversity is a powerful interrogation of the assumptions and contradictions 

underlying public life in a multicultural world. 
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Mary L. Dudziak is Judge Edward J. and Ruey L. 

Guirado Professor of Law and History at the University 

of Southern California Law School. She is the author 

of Cold War Civil Rights: Race and the Image of 

American Democracy. 

“It may well be that this generation lacks the distance 

to fully measure the question of how transformative 

an event September 11 has been. However, as we 

seemed perched on the entryway to a new age of 

terror, there are immediate consequences of the idea 

of transformation, and so we do not have the luxury 

to wait for this moment to settle more firmly into his¬ 

torical memory. Understanding September 11 and its 

impact is a need, and a responsibility, of our own.” 

— MARY L. DUDZIAK, from the Introduction 

Contributors 

Khaled Abou el Fadl 

Mary l. Dudziak 

Christopher L. Eisgruber 

Laurence R. Heifer 

Sherman A. lackson 

Amy B. Kaplan 

Elaine Tyler May 

Lawrence G. Sager 

Ruti G. Teitel 

Leti Volpp 

Marilyn B. Young 
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September 11 in History 
A Watershed Moment? 
MARY L. DUDZIAK, EDITOR 

Within hours after the collapse of the Twin Towers, the idea that the 

September 11 attacks had “changed everything” permeated American popular 

and political discussion. In the period since then, September 11 has been used 

to justify profound changes in U.S. public policy and foreign relations. Bringing 

together leading scholars of history, law, literature, and Islam, September 11 

in History asks whether the attacks and their aftermath truly marked a transi¬ 

tion in U.S. and world history or whether they are best understood as part of 

pre-existing historical trajectories. 

From a variety of perspectives, the contributors to this collection scrutinize 

claims about September 11, both in terms of their historical veracity and 

their consequences. Essays range from an analysis of terms like Ground Zero, 

Homeland, and “the Axis of Evil” to an argument that the U.S. naval base at 

Guantanamo Bay has become a site for acting out a repressed imperial his¬ 

tory. Examining the effect of the attacks on Islamic self-identity, one contribu¬ 

tor argues that Osama bin Laden enacted an interpretation of Islam on 

September 11 and asserts that progressive Muslims must respond to it. Other 

essays focus on the deployment of Orientalist tropes in categorizations of 

those “who look Middle Eastern,” the blurring of domestic and international 

law evident in a number of legal developments including the use of military 

tribunals to prosecute suspected terrorists, and the justifications for and 

consequences of American unilateralism. This collection ultimately reveals that 

everything did not change on September n, 2001, but that some bedrocks 

of democratic legitimacy have been significantly eroded by claims that it did. 

AMERICAN ENCOUNTERS/GLOBAL INTERACTIONS 

A Series Edited by Gilbert M. Joseph and Emily S. Rosenberg 

Cleaned up Ground Zero after September 11th. 
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Global Divas 
Filipino Gay Men in the Diaspora 

MARTIN F. MANALANSAN IV 

cultural studies 

A lively ethnography of the global and transnational dimensions of gay 

identity as lived by Filipino immigrants in New York City, Global Divas 

challenges beliefs about the progressive development of a gay world 

and the eventual assimilation of all queer folks into gay modernity. 

Insisting that gay identity is not teleological but fraught with fractures 

and fissures, Martin Manalansan IV describes how Filipino gay immi¬ 

grants, like many queers of color, are creating alternative paths to 

queer modernity and citizenship. In Global Divas, he makes a com¬ 

pelling argument for the significance of diaspora and immigration as 

sites for investigating the complexities of gender, race, and sexuality. 

quotidian struggles ranging 

from everyday domesticity 

to public engagements with 

racialized and gendered 

images to life-threatening 

situations involving AIDS. 

He reveals the gritty, mun¬ 

dane, and often contradic¬ 

tory deeds and utterances 

of Filipino gay men as key 

elements of queer global¬ 

ization. Through careful and 

sensitive analysis of these 

men’s lives and rituals, 

he demonstrates that gay 

identity is not merely a consumable transnational product or lifestyle. 

It is, he explains, one pivotal element in the multiple, shifting relation¬ 

ships queer immigrants of color mobilize in confronting the tribulations 

of a globalizing world. 

Exotica, Miss Fire Island, 1986. Photo by G. Cuachon 

Manalansan locates dias- 

poric, transnational, and 

global dimensions of gay 

and other queer identities 

within a framework of 

PERVERSE MODERNITIES 

A Series Edited by Judith Halberstam and Lisa Lowe 

A John Hope Franklin Center Book 

Martin F. Manalansan IV is Assistant Professor of Anthropology 

at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He is the editor 

of Cultural Compass: Ethnographic Explorations of Asian America 

and coeditor of Queer Globalizations: Citizenship and the Afterlife 

of Colonialism. 

Perverse Modernities 
A Series Edited by Judith Halberstam and Lisa Lowe 

The landscape of perverse modernity encom¬ 

passes cruising spaces in Delhi and Bombay, 

gay Latino performances in Los Angeles and New 

York, drag parades in Manila, and the sex clubs 

in Tokyo’s shinjuko district where women are 

serviced by other women in drag. This is a land¬ 

scape within which queer presents and non-nor- 

mative pasts trouble the securities of modern 

knowing. Books in this series examine how 

racialized sex cultures, nonmodern desires and 

bodies, and diverse counter-publics have been 

rendered perverse and unintelligible within the 

logic of modernity. Moreover, the series asks 

if the study of perverse modernity can offer 

alternatives to the complex processes of normal¬ 

ization that undergird modern formulations of 

work, privacy, nation, and citizenship. 

Also in the the series 

Racial Castration 

Managing Masculinity 

in Asian America 

DAVID L. ENG 

2001 
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The Expediency of Culture 
Uses of Culture in the Global Era 

GEORGE YUDICE 

George Yudice is Professor in the American Studies Program 

and the Department of Spanish and Portuguese and Director of 

the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at New York 

University. He is the coauthor of Cultural Policy and coeditor 

of On Edge: The Crisis of Contemporary Latin American Culture. 

The Brazilian group Afro Reggae. Photo by lere Ferreira 

The Expediency of Culture is a pioneering theorization of the changing 

role of culture in an increasingly global world. George Yudice explores 

critically how groups ranging from indigenous activists to nation-states 

to nongovernmental organizations have all come to see culture as a 

valuable resource to be invested in, contested, and used for varied 

sociopolitical and economic ends. Through a dazzling series of illustra¬ 

tive studies, Yudice challenges the Gramscian notion of cultural struggle 

for hegemony and develops instead an understanding of culture where 

cultural agency at every level is negotiated within globalized contexts 

dominated by the active management and administration of culture. He 

describes a world where “high” culture (such as the Guggenheim 

Museum in Bilbao, Spain) is a mode of urban development, rituals and 

everyday aesthetic practices are mobilized to promote tourism and the 

heritage industries, and mass culture industries comprise significant 

portions of a number of countries’ gross national products. 

Yudice contends that a new international division of cultural labor has 

emerged, combining local difference with transnational administration 

and investment. This does not mean, he points out, that today’s 

increasingly transnational culture—exemplified by the entertainment 

industries and the so-called global civil society of nongovernmental 

organizations —is necessarily homogenized. He demonstrates that 

national and regional differences are still functional, shaping the mean¬ 

ing of phenomena from pop songs to antiracist activism. Yudice consid¬ 

ers a range of sites where identity politics and cultural agency are nego¬ 

tiated in the face of powerful transnational forces. He analyzes appro¬ 

priations of American funk music as well as a citizen action initiative in 

Rio de Janeiro to show how global notions such as cultural difference 

are deployed within specific social fields. He provides a political and 

cultural economy of a vast and increasingly influential art event—/nSite, 

a triennial festival extending from San Diego to Tijuana. He also reflects 

on Miami as one of a number of transnational “cultural corridors” and 

on the uses of culture in an unstable world where censorship and ter¬ 

rorist acts interrupt the usual channels of capitalist and artistic flows. 

POST-CONTEMPORARY INTERVENTIONS 

A Series Edited by Stanley Fish and Frederic Jameson 
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Shoveling Smoke 
Advertising and Globalization 

in Contemporary India 

WILLIAM MAZZARELLA 

The Revolutionary Imagination in the 
Americas and the Age of Development 

MARfA josefina saldana-portillo 

In The Revolutionary Imagination 

in the Americas and the Age of 

Development, Marfa Josefina Saldana- 

Portillo boldly argues that crucial 

twentieth-century revolutionary 

challenges to colonialism and capital¬ 

ism in the Americas have failed to 

resist—and in fact have been 

constitutively related to—the very 

developmentalist narratives that have 

justified and naturalized post-war 

capitalism. Saldana-Portillo brings 

the critique of development discourse 
Che Guevara. Photo by Alberto Korda tQ bear on such exemplars Of revolu¬ 

tionary and resistant political thought and practice as Ernesto “Che” 

Guevara, Malcolm X, the Sandinista government of Nicaragua, and 

the Guatemalan guerrilla resistance. She suggests that in each of these 

diverse sites, developmentalist constructions frame the struggle as a 

heroic movement from unconsciousness to consciousness, from 

a childlike backwardness toward a disciplined and self-aware maturity. 

A leading Bombay advertising agency justifies as traditionally Indian 

the highly eroticized images it produces to promote the KamaSutra 

condom brand. Another agency struggles to reconcile the global 

ambitions of a cellular phone service provider with the ambivalently 

local connotations of the client’s corporate brand. When the dream 

of the 250 million-strong ‘Indian middle class’ goes sour, Indian 

advertising and marketing professionals search for new ways to 

market ‘the Indian consumer’ —now with added cultural difference— 

to multinational clients. 

An examination of the complex cultural politics of mass consumerism 

in a globalized marketplace, Shoveling Smoke is a pathbreaking and 

detailed ethnography of the contemporary Indian advertising indus¬ 

try. It is also a critical and innovative intervention into current theo¬ 

retical debates on the intersection of consumerist globalization, aes¬ 

thetic politics, and visual culture. William Mazzarella traces the rise 

in India during the 1980s of mass consumption as a self-consciously 

sensuous challenge to the austerities of state-led developmentalism. 

He shows how the decisive opening of Indian markets to foreign 

brands in the 1990s refigured established models of the relationship 

between the local and the global and, ironically, turned advertising 

professionals into custodians of cultural integrity. 

William Mazzarella is Assistant Professor of Anthropology at the 

University of Chicago. 
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Reading governmental reports, memos, and policies, Saldana-Portillo 

traces the arc of development narratives from its beginnings in the 

1944 Bretton Woods conference through its apex during Robert S. 

McNamara's reign at the World Bank (1968-1981). She compares these 

narratives with models of subjectivity and agency embedded in the 

autobiographical texts of three revolutionary icons of the 1960s and 

1970s—those of Che Guevara, Guatemalan insurgent Mario Payeras, 

and Malcolm X—and the agricultural policy of the Sandinista National 

Liberation Front (FSLN). Saldana-Portillo highlights a shared paradigm 

of a masculinist transformation of the individual requiring the “tran¬ 

scendence” of ethnic particularity for the good of the nation. While 

she argues that this model of progress often alienated the very com¬ 

munities targeted by the revolutionaries, she shows how contemporary 

insurgents such as Rigoberta Menchu, the Zapatista movement, 

and queer Aztlan have taken up the radicalism of their predecessors 

to re-theorize revolutionary subjectivity for the twenty-first century. 

Maria Josefina Saldana-Portillo is Associate Professor in the English 

Department and Ethnic Studies Program at Brown University. 

LATIN AMERICA OTHERWISE 

A Series Edited by Walter 0. Mignolo, Irene Silverblatt, and Sonia Saldivar-Hull 
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Archives of Empire 

BARBARA HARLOW 

& MIA CARTER, editors 

A rich collection of primary materials, the multivolume Archives 

of Empire provides a documentary history of nineteenth-cen¬ 

tury British imperialism from the Indian subcontinent to the 

Suez Canal to southernmost Africa. Barbara Harlow and Mia 

Carter have carefully selected a diverse range of texts that 

track the debates over imperialism in the ranks of the military, 

the corridors of political power, the lobbies of missionary orga¬ 

nizations, the halls of royal geographic and ethnographic soci¬ 

eties, the boardrooms of trading companies, the editorial 

offices of major newspapers, and far-flung parts of the empire 

itself. Focusing on a particular region and historical period, 

each volume in Archives of Empire is organized into sections 

preceded by brief introductions. Documents including mercantile 

company charters, parliamentary records, explorers’ accounts, and 

political cartoons are complemented by timelines, maps, and 

bibliographies. Unique resources for teachers and students, these 

volumes reveal the complexities of nineteenth-century colonialism 

and emphasize its enduring relevance to the “global markets” 

of the twenty-first century. 

Barbara Harlow is Louann and Larry Temple Centennial Professor of 

English at the University of Texas at Austin. Mia Carter is Associate 

Professor of English at the University of Texas at Austin. They are 

coeditors of Imperialism and Orientalism: A Documentary Sourcebook. 

Volume I 

From the East India Company to the Suez Canal 

Tracing the beginnings of the 

British colonial enterprise in 

South Asia and the Middle East, 

From the East India Company to 

the Suez Canal brings together 

key texts from the era of the pri¬ 

vately owned British East India 

Company through the crises that 

led to the company’s takeover by 

the Crown in 1858. It ends with 

the momentous opening of the 

Suez Canal in 1869. Government 

proclamations, military reports, and newspaper articles are included 

here alongside pieces by Rudyard Kipling, Charles Dickens, John 

Stuart Mill, Karl Marx, Benjamin Disraeli, and many others. A 

number of documents chronicle arguments between mercantilists 

and free trade advocates over the competing interests of the 

nation and the East India Company. Others provide accounts of 

imperial crises—including the trial of Warren Hastings, the Indian 

Rebellion (Sepoy Mutiny) and the Arabi Uprising—that highlight the 

human, political, and economic costs of imperial domination and 

control. 

Volume II 

The Scramble for Africa 

While focusing on the expansion of the 

British Empire, The Scramble for Africa 

illuminates the intense nineteenth-century 

contest between European nations over 

Africa’s land, people, and resources. 

Highlighting the 1885 Berlin Conference in 

which Britain, France, Germany, Portugal, 

and Italy partitioned Africa among them¬ 

selves, this collection follows British con¬ 

flicts with other nations over different 

regions as well as its eventual challenge 

to Leopold of Belgium’s rule of the Congo. 

The reports, speeches, treatises, procla¬ 

mations, letters, and cartoons assembled here include works by Henry M. 

Stanley, David Livingstone, Joseph Conrad, G. W. F. Hegel, Winston 

Churchill, Charles Darwin, and Arthur Conan Doyle. A number of pieces 

highlight the proliferation of companies chartered to pursue Africa’s gold, 

diamonds, and oil, particularly Cecil J. Rhodes’s British South Africa 

Company and Frederick Lugard’s Royal Niger Company. Other documents 

describe debacles on the continent—such as the defeat of General 

Gordon in Khartoum and the Anglo-Boer War—and the growing criticism 

of imperial maneuvers by proto-human rights activists including George 

Washington Williams, Mark Twain, Olive Schreiner, and E. D. Morel. 

“The Rhodes Colossus,” from Punch, 

December io, 1892. 
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Emergent Forms of Life 
and the Anthropological Voice 
MICHAEL M. J. FISCHER 

Michael M. J. Fischer in conversation with Brahmin priests. Photo by Susann Wilkinson 

Anthropology as Cultural Critique helped redefine cultural anthropology 

in the 1980s. Now, with Emergent Forms of Life and the 

Anthropological Voice, pathbreaking scholar Michael M. J. Fischer 

moves the discussion to a consideration of the groundwork laid in the 

1990s for engagements with the fast-changing worlds of technoscience, 

telemedia saturation, and the reconstruction of societies after massive 

trauma. Fischer argues that new methodologies and conceptual tools 

are necessitated by the fact that cultures of every kind are becoming 

more complex and differentiated at the same time that globalization 

and modernization are bringing them into exponentially increased 

interaction. Anthropology, Fischer explains, now operates in a series 

of third spaces well beyond the nineteenth- and twentieth-century 

dualisms of us/them, primitive/civilized, East/West, or North/South. 

Fie contends that more useful paradigms—such as informatics, multidi¬ 

mensional scaling, autoimmunity, and visual literacy beyond the 

frame—derive from the contemporary sciences and media technologies. 

A vigorous advocate of the anthropological voice and method, 

Fischer emphasizes the ethical dimension of cultural anthropology. 

Ethnography, he suggests, is uniquely situated to gather and convey 

observations fundamental to the creation of new social institutions 

for an evolving civil society. In Emergent Forms of Life and the 

Anthropological Voice Fischer considers a dazzling array of subjects— 

among them Iranian and Polish cinema, cyberspace, autobiographical 

and fictional narrative, and genomic biotechnologies—and, in the 

process, demonstrates a cultural anthropology for a highly networked 

world. He lays the groundwork for a renewed and powerful twenty-first- 

century anthropology characterized by a continued insistence on empir¬ 

ical fieldwork, engagements with other disciplines, and dialogue with 

interlocutors around the globe. 

Michael M. J. Fischer is Professor of Anthropology and Science and 

Technology Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

and Lecturer in the Department of Social Medicine at Harvard Medical 

School. He is the author of Iran: From Religious Dispute to Revolution 

and coauthor of Debating Muslims: Cultural Dialogues in Postmodernity 

and Tradition and Anthropology as Cultural Critique: An Experimental 

Moment in the Human Sciences. 

“Cross-gender, Cross-cultural, Cross-temporal Communications Technologies.” 

image from Hong Kong performance group Zuni Icosahedron 
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Palestine/America 
MOHAMMED BAMYEH, SPECIAL ISSUE EDITOR 

a special issue o/ SOUTH ATLANTIC QUARTERLY 

Technologies of Public Persuasion 
DILIP PARAMESHWAR GAONKAR & 

ELIZABETH A. POVINELLI, EDITORS 

a special issue of PUBLIC CULTURE 

In the many decades of the Palestinian-lsraeli conflict, the full 

complexity of that strife has seldom been heard. This special issue 

of South Atlantic Quarterly seeks to intervene by offering a critique 

of the Palestinian experience. Mapping the complicated relationship 

among Palestine, the United States, and Israel, this issue includes 

critical essays on the politics, culture, literature, and history of the 

Palestinian people. 

Bringing together a diverse group of contributors ranging from Roane 

Carey of The Nation to scholars in Arab, Jewish, and comparative 

literary studies, this special issue considers Palestinian gender and 

identity and their relationship to the conflict with Israel as represented 

in film, literature, and photography. Essays explore the failed peace 

process, misrepresentations of the Oslo meetings, the devastating 

effect of continued Israeli occupation of the Palestinian territories, and 

the growing controversy over the call for U.S. military divestment from 

Israel. 

Mohammed Bamyeh is a Visiting Associate Professor for the Center 

for Contemporary Arab Studies at Georgetown University. 

“Waiting." Photo by Tom Lockwood 

Contributors 

Ammiel Alcalay 

Amal Amireh 

Mohammed Bamyeh 

Roane Carey 

Tom Lockwood 

Lisa Suhair Majaj 

Saree Makdisi 

Melani McAlister 

Brinda Mehta 

John Michael 

Andrew N. Rubin 

Ken Surin 

As technology increasingly dominates the public sphere, Technologies 

of Public Persuasion offers richly descriptive examples of how techno¬ 

logically influenced forms and artifacts of communication effect 

transformations in the self-understanding of publics and subjects. 

This special issue of Public Culture exposes readers to new discursive 

genres and practices, linking literary cultural methodologies and 

theories to social analysis. 

Photo by Christopher Schneider 

The contributors explore topics ranging from the use of cell phones 

by middle-class Filipinos in the civilian-backed overthrow of President 

Joseph Estrada to a media-reported “hint” from Alan Greenspan 

that impacted and altered economic reality through speculation. An 

essay investigates the politics surrounding the formation and use of 

Indonesian as a self-consciously modern language designed to reconsti¬ 

tute the social and political identities of its speakers. A photo-essay 

depicts graffiti on abandoned school buildings as a communicative 

medium. “Crimes of Substitution: Detection in the Late Soviet Society” 

looks at late Soviet detective fiction, censorship strategies, and Soviet 

semiotics to show how citizens subverted dictated modes of behavior 

and challenged the symbolic order of Soviet society. One contributor 

examines how performance and ethnolinguistic practices become 

techniques for spatially and socially locating identity. 

Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar is Associate Professor of Communication 

Studies at Northwestern University and the editor of Alternative 

Modernities, also published by Duke University Press. Elizabeth A. 

Povinelli is Professor of Anthropology at the University of Chicago and 

author of The Cunning of Recognition: Indigenous Alterities and the Making 

of Australian Multiculturalism, also published by Duke University Press. 

Contributors 

Alberta Arthurs 

Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar 

Michael Kaplan 

Webb Keane 

Patrick Mullen 

Serguei Oushakine 

Elizabeth A. Povinelli 

Vicente L. Rafael 

Christopher Schneider 

Michael Silverstein 

Amanda Weidman 
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THE FIRST PRIZE BOOK IN A MAJOR NEW SERIES 

CELEBRATING AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHY 





Larry Schwarm’s photographs of fire on the prairie are so compelling that I cannot imagine any 

later photographer trying to do better. His pictures convince us that seemingly far away events 

are close by, relevant to any serious person’s life. 

The photographer engages our attention first by heightening our amazement at the sensuali¬ 

ty of fire. Most of us have enjoyed looking into a fireplace, but few of us have observed as well 

as he has the astonishing shapes and colors and fluidity of fire. He is so skilled in recording its 

appearance that occasionally we almost hear the burning and feel the warmth. 

—Robert Adams, from the Introduction 

The North American tallgrass prairie once covered the eastern Great Plains, stretching from 

Texas to Canada and covering nearly 152 million acres. My photographs are made on the largest 

remaining expanse of the tallgrass prairie, the Flint Hills in east-central Kansas. Fire is essen¬ 

tial to the prairie ecosystem. Without it, the prairie would have grown into scrub forest. Before 

human habitation, unbroken expanses of grasses as tall as eight-feet high would catch on fire 

and burn for hundreds of miles. What started as a natural phenomenon became an annual event 

controlled by people. 

I never intended to document the fires in the strictest sense of the word, but rather to capture 

every essence of them, from calm and lyrical to angry and raging. I discovered in the fire's sub¬ 

tleties and abstractions a spirituality akin to what Mark Rothko expressed in his color-field paint¬ 

ings. These qualities, both quiet and other-worldly, form what I see as the sublime and mystical 

character of the burning landscape, where images are at once both sensuous and menacing. 

—Larry Schwarm, from the Afterword 



Larry Schwarm’s photographs of prairie fires have been exhibited widely across the United 

States over the past ten years, both in solo and group shows. They have appeared in various 

publications, including An American Century of Photography (Abrams), Between Home and 

Heaven: Contemporary American Landscape Photographs, Harper's Magazine, and Blind Spot. 

His work is in the permanent collections of the Minneapolis Institute of the Arts, Milwaukee 

Museum of Art, Spencer Museum of Art (Lawrence, Kansas), PaineWebber Landscape 

Collection (curated by John Szarkowski), and numerous other collections. Larry Schwarm is 

Professor of Art at Emporia State University in Kansas, where he teaches photography. 

Robert Adams is one of America’s preeminent landscape photographers whose work has been 

published, exhibited, and collected throughout the world. His books of photographs include From 

the Missouri West and Perfect Times, Perfect Places and his writings on photography are avail¬ 

able in such books as Beauty in Photography and Why People Photograph. 

The Center for Documentary Studies/Honickman First Book Prize in Photography is open to 

American photographers who use their cameras for creative exploration, whether it be of places, 

people, or communities; of the natural or social world; of beauty at large or the lack of it; of 

objective or subjective realities. Information and guidelines about the next competition (fall 

2004) are available at: http://cds.aas.duke.edu/grants. 

THE CENTER FOR DOCUMENTARY STUDIES/HONICKMAN FIRST BOOK PRIZE IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

128 PAGES 

70 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS 

10 X 10 TRIM SIZE 

0-8223-3208-6 

CLOTH TRADE. $39.95 

A LYNDHURST BOOK 

PUBLISHED BY DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS AND THE CENTER FOR DOCUMENTARY STUDIES 

ADDITIONAL IMAGES FROM ON FIRE CAN BE VIEWED AT: 

http://cds.aas.duke.edu/books/fire.html 

ON FIRE ($39.95) IS AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL BOOKSELLER OR 

BY ORDERING DIRECTLY FROM DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 

TO ORDER FROM DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR 

CONTACT US VIA PHONE OR FAX AT: 

http://www.dukeupress.edu 

1-888-651-0122 (PHONE) 

1-888-651-0124 (FAX) 
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Life and Times of Cultural Studies 
The Politics and Transformation 

of the Structures of Knowledge 

RICHARD E. LEE 

"Richard E. Lee’s book is a stunning achievement. It marks the conjuncture 

of cultural studies and world-systems analysis. Lee accounts for the rise of 

cultural studies in England in terms of the transformations in the political 

economy of the world-system. His work is a structural analysis of the 

discourse of discourse.”—IMMANUEL WALLERSTEIN, author of The End 

of the World as We Know It: Social Science for the Twenty-first Century 

Moving world-systems analysis into the cultural realm, Richard E. Lee 

locates the cultural studies movement within a broad historical and 

geopolitical framework. He illuminates how order and conflict have 

been reflected and negotiated in the sphere of knowledge production 

by situating the emergence of cultural studies at the intersection of 

international and British politics in the post-1945 period and a two- 

hundred-year history of conservative critical practice. Tracing British 

criticism from the French Revolution through the 1960s, he describes 

how cultural studies in its infancy recombined the elite literary critical 

tradition with the First New Left’s concerns for history and popular 

culture—just as the liberal consensus began to come apart. 

Lee tracks the intellectual project of cultural studies as it developed 

over three decades, from its institutional foundation at the University 

of Birmingham’s Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (cccs). 

He links work at the cccs to the events of 1968 and explores cultural 

studies’ engagement with theory in the debates over structuralism. He 

considers the shift within cultural studies away from issues of working- 

class culture toward questions of identity politics in the fields of race 

and gender. He follows the expansion of the cultural studies project 

from Britain to Australia, Canada, South Africa, and the United States. 

Contextualizing the development and spread of cultural studies within 

the longue duree structures of knowledge of the modern world-system, 

Lee assesses its past and future as an agent of political and social 

change. 

Richard E. Lee is Assistant Professor of Sociology and Deputy Director 

of the Fernand Braudel Center at the State University of New York at 

Binghamton. 

PHILOSOPHY AND POSTCOLONIALITY 

A Series Edited by Valentin Mudimbe and Bogumil Jewsiewicki 

A loint Imprint with Hong Kong University Press 

CULTURAL STUDIES 

studies - 

Organizing Empire 
Individualism, Collective Agency, and India 

PURNIMA BOSE 

Margaret Cousins as the first woman magistrate appointed in India in 1923. 

Organizing Empire presents a critical examination of how concepts of 

individualism functioned in support of and resistance to British imperi¬ 

alism in India. Through readings of British colonial and Indian national¬ 

ist narratives that emerged in parliamentary debates, popular colonial 

histories, newsletters, memoirs, biographies, and novels, Purnima Bose 

investigates the ramifications of reducing collective activism to individ¬ 

ual intentions. Paying particular attention to the construction of 

gender, she shows that ideas of individualism rhetorically and theoreti¬ 

cally bind colonials, feminists, nationalists, and neocolonials to one 

another. She demonstrates how reliance on ideas of the individual — 

as scapegoat or hero—enabled colonial and neocolonial powers to 

deny the violence they perpetrated. At the same time, she shows 

how analyses of the role of the individual provide a window into the 

dynamics and limitations of state formations and feminist and national¬ 

ist resistance movements. 

From a historically grounded, feminist perspective, Bose offers four 

case studies, each of which illuminates a distinct individualizing rhetor¬ 

ical strategy. She looks at the parliamentary debates on the 1919 

Amritsar Massacre (in which several hundred unarmed Indian protesters 

were killed); Margaret Cousins’s firsthand account of feminist organiz¬ 

ing in Ireland and India; Kalpana Dutt’s memoir of the Bengali terrorist 

movement of the 1930s, which was modeled in part on Irish anticolo¬ 

nial activity; and the popular histories generated by ex-colonial officials 

and their wives. Bringing to the fore the constraints that colonial domi¬ 

nation placed upon agency and activism, Organizing Empire highlights 

the complexity of the multiple narratives that constitute British colonial 

history. 

Purnima Bose is Associate Professor of English at Indiana University. 
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The Archive and the Repertoire 
Cultural Memory and Performance in the Americas 

DIANA TAYLOR 

Holy Terrors 
Latin American Women Perform 

DIANA TAYLOR & ROSELYN COSTANTINO, EDITORS 

In The Archive and the Repertoire preeminent performance studies 

scholar Diana Taylor provides a new understanding of the vital role 

of performance in the Americas. From plays to official events to grass¬ 

roots protests, performance, she argues, must be taken seriously as 

a means of storing and transmitting knowledge. Taylor reveals how 

the repertoire of embodied memory—conveyed in gestures, the spoken 

word, movement, dance, song, and other performances—offers alterna¬ 

tive perspectives to those derived from the written archive and is 

particularly useful to a reconsideration of historical processes of 

transnational contact. The Archive and the Repertoire invites a remap¬ 

ping of the Americas based on traditions of embodied practice. 

Examining various genres of perfor¬ 

mance including demonstrations by 

the children of the disappeared in 

Argentina, the Peruvian theatre group 

Yuyachkani, and televised astrological 

readings by Univision personality 

Walter Mercado, Taylor explores how 

the archive and the repertoire work 

together to make political claims, 
Children of the disappeared who only 

know their parents from photographs. transmit traumatic memory, and forge 

Photo exhibit by Julio Pantoja a new sense 0f cultural identity. 

Through her consideration of performances such as Coco Fusco and 

Guillermo Gomez-Pena’s show Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit..., 

Taylor illuminates how scenarios of discovery and conquest haunt 

the Americas, trapping even those who attempt to dismantle them. 

Meditating on embodied and media representations, she examines 

both the crucial role of performance in contemporary culture and her 

own role as witness to and participant in hemispheric dramas. The 

Archive and the Repertoire is a compelling demonstration of the many 

ways that the study of performance enables a deeper understanding 

of the past and present, of ourselves and others. 

Diana Taylor is Professor of Performance Studies and Spanish and 

Director of the Hemispheric Institute on Performance and Politics at New 

York University. Among her books are Disappearing Acts: Spectacles 

of Gender and Nationalism in Argentina’s “Dirty War" and Negotiating 

Performance: Gender, Sexuality, and Theatricality in Latin/o America, both 

also published by Duke University Press. 

A JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN CENTER BOOK 

Holy Terrors presents exemplary original work by fourteen of Latin 

America's foremost contemporary women theatre and performance 

artists. Many of the pieces—including one-act plays, manifestos, and 

lyrics—appear in English for the first time. From Griselda Gambaro, 

Argentina’s most widely recognized playwright, to such renowned 

performers as Brazil’s Denise Stoklos and Mexico’s Jesusa Rodriguez, 

these women are involved in some of Latin America's most important 

aesthetic and political movements. Of varied racial and ethnic back¬ 

grounds, they come from across Latin America—Argentina, Brazil, and 

Mexico, Chile, Colombia, Puerto Rico, Peru, and Cuba. This volume 

is generously illustrated with over seventy images. A number of the 

performance pieces are complemented by essays providing context 

and analysis. 

Artists featured 

Sabina Berman 

Tania Bruguera 

Petrona de la Cruz Cruz 

Diamela Eltit 

Griselda Gambaro 

Astrid Hadad 

Teresa Hernandez 

Rosa Luisa Marquez 

Teresa Ralli 

Diana Raznovich 

lesusa Rodriguez 

Denise Stoklos 

Katia Tirado 

Ema Villanueva 

Teatro de la Mascara. 

Photo courtesy of Marlene Ramirez-Cancio 

The performance pieces in Holy Terrors are powerful testimonies to 

the artists’ political and personal struggles. These women confront 

patriarchy, racism, and repressive government regimes and challenge 

brutality and corruption through a variety of artistic genres. Several 

have formed theatre collectives—among them FOMMA (a Mayan wom¬ 

en’s theatre company in Chiapas) and El teatro de la mascara in 

Colombia. Some draw from cabaret and ‘frivolous’ theatre traditions to 

create intense and humorous performances that challenge church and 

state. Engaging in self-mutilation and abandoning traditional dress, 

others use their bodies as the platforms on which to stage their defiant 

critiques of injustice. Holy Terrors is a unique English-language presen¬ 

tation of some of Latin America's fiercest, most provocative art. 

Roselyn Costantino is Associate Professor of Spanish and Women’s 

Studies at Pennsylvania State University. 
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Appropriating Blackness 
Performance and the Politics of Authenticity 

E. PATRICK JOHNSON 

E. Patrick lohnson performing with the Cafe of the Gate of Salvation Choir in Sydney, 

Australia, 2002. 

Performance artist and scholar E. Patrick Johnson’s provocative 

study examines the various ways that blackness is appropriated and 

performed—toward widely divergent ends—both within and outside 

African American culture. Appropriating Blackness develops from 

the contention that blackness in the United States is necessarily a 

politicized identity trope—avowed and disavowed, attractive and 

repellant, fixed and malleable. Drawing on performance theory, queer 

studies, literary analysis, film criticism, and ethnographic fieldwork, 

he describes how diverse constituencies persistently try to prescribe 

the boundaries of “authentic” blackness and how performance high¬ 

lights the futility of such enterprises. 

Considering how the politics of authentic identity are appropriated, 

Johnson looks at six specific sites of performed blackness: Marlon 

Riggs’s influential documentary Black Is . . . Black Ain’t; literary texts 

by Amiri Baraka and Eldridge Cleaver and comedic routines by Eddie 

Murphy, David Alan Grier, and Damon Wayans; the vernacular of 

black gay culture; an oral history of a domestic worker in the South; 

gospel music as performed by a white Australian choir; and students 

in a performance studies classroom. By exploring the divergent aims 

and effects of these performances—which range from resisting 

racism, sexism, and homophobia to excluding sexual dissidents from 

the black community—Johnson deftly analyzes the multiple significa¬ 

tions of blackness and their myriad political implications. His reflex¬ 

ive account considers his own complicity, as ethnographer and 

teacher, in authenticating narratives of blackness. 

E. Patrick Johnson is a performance artist and Assistant Professor 

of Performance Studies at Northwestern University. 
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Screen Traffic 
Movies, Multiplexes, and Global Culture 

CHARLES R. ACLAND 

In Screen Traffic, Charles R. Acland examines how, since the mid- 

1980s, the U.S. commercial movie business has altered conceptions 

of moviegoing both within the industry and among audiences. He 

shows how studios, in their increasing reliance on revenues from 

international audiences and from the ancillary markets of television, 

videotape, DVD, and pay-per-view, have cultivated an understanding 

of their commodities as mutating global products. Consequently, 

the cultural practice of moviegoing has changed significantly, as has 

the place of the cinema in relation to other sites of leisure. Acland 

explores this transformation by investigating the generation and 

dissemination of a new understanding of Hollywood movies. 

Cineplex Odeon Cinescape lobby in Calgary, Alberta. Photo by Cineplex Odeon 

Through an innovative integration of film and cultural theory, and 

with close examination of promotional materials, entertainment 

news, trade publications, and economic reports, Acland presents 

an array of evidence for the new understanding of movies and 

moviegoing that has developed within popular culture and the 

entertainment industry. In particular, he dissects a key development: 

the rise of the megaplex, characterized by large auditoriums, 

plentiful screens, and consumer activities other than film viewing. 

He traces its genesis from the re-entry of studios into the movie 

exhibition business in 1986 through to 1998, when reports of the 

economic destabilization of exhibition began to surface, just as 

the rise of so-called “e-cinema” signaled another wave of change. 

Documenting the current tendency toward an accelerated cinema 

culture, one that appears to arrive simultaneously for everyone, 

everywhere, Screen Traffic unearths and critiques the corporate and 

cultural forces contributing to the “felt internationalism” of our 

global era. 

Charles R. Acland is Associate Professor of Communications Studies 

at Concordia University, Montreal. He is the author of Youth, Murder, 

Spectacle: The Cultural Politics of “Youth in Crisis" and coeditor of 

Harold Innis in the New Century: Reflections and Refractions. 
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Nature in the Global South 
Environmental Projects in South and Southeast Asia 

PAUL GREENOUGH & 

ANNA LOWENHAUPT TSING, EDITORS 

“Foreign” tree seedlings, Ghatiyali, Rajasthan, India, 1993. Photo by Ann Grozdins Gold 

Contributors 

Warwick Anderson 

Amita Baviskar 

Peter Brosius 

Susan Darlington 

Michael R, Dove 

Ann Grodzins Gold 

Paul Greenough 

Roger Jeffery 

Nancy Peluso 

K. Sivaramakrishnan 

Nandini Sundar 

Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing 

Charles Zerner 

A nuanced look at how nature has been culturally constructed in South 

and Southeast Asia, Nature in the Global South is a major contribution 

to understandings of the politics and ideologies of environmentalism 

and development in a postcolonial epoch. Among the many significant 

paradigms for understanding both the preservation and use of nature 

in these regions are biological classification, state forest management, 

tropical ecology, imperial water control, public health, and community- 

based conservation. Focusing on these and other ways that nature 

has been shaped and defined, this pathbreaking collection of essays 

describes projects of exploitation, administration, science, and commu¬ 

nity protest. 

With contributors based in anthropology, ecology, sociology, history, 

and environmental and policy studies. Nature in the Global South 

features some of the most innovative and influential work being done 

in the social studies of nature. While some of the essays look at how 

social and natural landscapes are created, maintained, and transformed 

by scientists, officials, monks, and farmers, others analyze specific 

campaigns to eradicate smallpox and save forests, waterways, and 

animal habitats. In case studies centered in the Philippines, India, 

Pakistan, Thailand, Indonesia, and in South and Southeast Asia as 

a whole, contributors examine how the tropics, the jungle, tribes, and 

peasants are understood and transformed, how shifts in colonial ideas 

about the landscape led to extremely deleterious changes in rural 

well-being, and how uneasy environmental compromises are forged 

in the present among rural, urban, and global allies. 

Paul Greenough is Professor in the Departments of History and 

Community and Behavioral Health at the University of Iowa. He is the 

author of Prosperity and Misery in Modern Bengal: The Famine of 

1943-1944 and editor of Global Immunization and Culture: Compliance and 

Resistance in Large-Scale Public Health Campaigns. Anna Lowenhaupt 

Tsing is Professor of Anthropology at the University of California, Santa 

Cruz. She is the author of In the Realm of the Diamond Queen: Marginality 

in an Out-of-the-Way Place and coeditor of Uncertain Terms: Negotiating 

Gender in American Culture. 
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In Search of the Rain Forest 
CANDACE SLATER, EDITOR 

environmental studies 

The essays collected here offer important new reflections on the multi¬ 

ple images of and rhetoric surrounding the rain forest. The slogan 

“Save the Rain Forest!”—emblazoned on glossy posters of tall trees 

wreathed in vines and studded with monkeys and parrots—promotes 

the popular image of a marvelously wild and vulnerable rain forest. 

While such icons have fueled laudable rescue efforts, these essays 

show that in many ways they have done more harm than good. Images 

like these tend to conceal both the biological variety of rain forests 

and the diversity of their human inhabitants, the contributors contend. 

They also frequently obscure the specific local and global interactions 

that are as much a part of today’s rain forests as are their array of 

plants and animals. Attentive to such complexities, this volume focuses 

on specific portrayals of rain forests and the consequences of these 

representations for both forest inhabitants and outsiders. 

From diverse disciplines—history, archaeology, sociology, literature, 

law, and cultural anthropology—the contributors provide case studies 

from Latin America, Asia, and Africa. They point the way toward a 

search for a rain forest that is both a natural entity and a social his¬ 

tory, an inhabited place and a shifting set of ideas. The essayists track 

how the image of a single, wild and yet fragile forest became fixed in 

the popular mind in the late twentieth century and influenced the poli¬ 

cies of corporations, environmental groups, and governments. Such 

simplistic conceptions, In Search of the Rain Forest shows, might lead 

companies to tout their “green” technologies even as they try to down¬ 

play the dissenting voices of native populations. Or they might cause 

a government to create a tiger reserve that displaces peaceful peasants 

while opening the doors to poachers and bandits. By encouraging a 

nuanced understanding of distinctive, constantly evolving forests with 

different social and natural histories, this volume provides an impor¬ 

tant impetus to crafting protection efforts that take into account the 

rain forest in all of its complexity. 

NEW ECOLOGIES FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 

A Series Edited by Arturo Escobar and Dianne Rocheleau 

Contributors 

Scott Fedick 

Alex Greene 

Paul Greenough 

Nancy Peluso 

Suzana Sawyer 

Candace Slater 

Charles Zerner 

Candace Slater is Marian E. Koshland Distinguished Professor in 

the Humanities at the University of California, Berkeley. Among her 

books are Entangled Edens: Vision of the Amazon and Dance of 

the Dolphin: Transformation and Disenchantment in the Amazonian 

Imagination. 

Pipeline in rainforest. Photo by BP America Inc. 

Announcing 

New Ecologies for the 
Twenty-first Century 

A Series Edited by Arturo Escobar and Dianne Rocheleau 

This series connects analyses and critiques of nature, 

globalization, and culture produced within the 

academy—by those in the natural, social, and human 

sciences—with conversations within social move¬ 

ments, nongovernmental organizations, and other 

institutions. Whether exploring conservation, com¬ 

plexity, discourses about nature, or political ecology, 

New Ecologies for the Twenty-first Century aims to 

cultivate a synergistic dialogue between theoretical 

and political thought. The series is motivated 

by the belief that such synergy is a sine qua non 

for imagining the real promise of emergent ecologies 

and alternative socio-natural worlds. 
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English Lessons 
The Pedagogy of Imperialism 

in Nineteenth-Century China 

JAMES L. HEVIA 

James L. Hevia is Chair of the Curriculum in International and 

Area Studies at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 

His book Cherishing Men from Afar: Qing Guest Ritual and the 

Macartney Embassy of 1793 (published by Duke University Press) 

won the loseph Levenson Prize from the Association for Asian 

Studies in 1997. 

Inserting China into the history of nineteenth-century colonialism, 

English Lessons explores the ways that Euroamerican imperial powers 

humiliated the Qing monarchy and disciplined the Qing polity in the 

wake of multi-power invasions of China in i860 and 1900. Focusing 

on the processes by which Great Britain enacted a pedagogical project 

that was itself a form of colonization, James L. Hevia demonstrates 

how British actors instructed the Manchu-Chinese elite on “proper” 

behavior in a world dominated by multiple imperial powers. Their aim 

was to “bring China low” and make it a wilting participant in British 

strategic goals in Asia. These lessons not only transformed the Qing 

dynasty, but ultimately contributed to its destruction. 

Hevia analyzes British Foreign Office documents, diplomatic memoirs, 

auction house and museum records, nineteenth-century scholarly 

analyses of Chinese history and culture, campaign records, and photo¬ 

graphs. He shows how Britain refigured its imperial project in China 

as a cultural endeavor by investigating the circulation of military 

loot in Europe, the creation of an art history of “things Chinese,” the 

construction of a field of knowledge about China, and the Great Game 

rivalry between Britain, Russia, and the Qing empire in Central Asia. 

Each of these elements not only influenced the colonial project, but 

also had significant impact on creating a national consciousness in 

China. 

A joint Imprint with Hong Kong University Press 

Boxer trial. Courtesy Library of Congress 
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a s i an 

Before the Nation 
Kokugaku and the Imagining 

of Community in Early Modern Japan 

SUSAN L. BURNS 

Exploring how theories of nationhood that continue to be evoked in 

present-day )apan emerged and evolved, Susan L. Burns provides 

a close examination of kokugaku, a late-eighteenth-century Japanese 

intellectual movement. Departing from earlier studies of kokugaku 

(which means “the study of our country”) that focused on intellectuals 

whose work has been valorized by modern scholars, Burns seeks to 

recover the plural ways in which “Japan” as a social and cultural iden¬ 

tity began to be imagined before modernity. 

Central to Burns’s analysis is the Kojikiden 

of Motoori Norinaga, arguably the most 

important intellectual production of 

Japan’s early modern period. Burns 

situates the Kojikiden as one of a series 

of attempts to analyze and interpret 

the mytho-histories dating from the early 

eighth century, the Kojiki and Nihon shoki. 

Norinaga saw these texts as keys to an 

original, authentic, and idyllic “Japan” that 

existed before “flawed” foreign influences, 

notably Confucianism and Buddhism, tainted it. Hailed in the nine¬ 

teenth century as the begetter of a new national consciousness, 

Norinaga’s Kojikiden was later condemned by some as a source of 

Japan’s twentieth-century descent into militarism, war, and defeat. 

Burns looks in depth at three kokugaku writers—Ueda Akinari, Fujitani 

Mitsue, and Tachibana Moribe —who contested Norinaga's interpreta¬ 

tions and produced competing readings of the mytho-histories that 

offered new theories of community as the basis for Japanese social 

and cultural identity. Though relegated to the footnotes by a later 

generation of scholars, these writers were quite influential in their 

day and, by recovering their arguments, Burns reveals kokugaku as 

a complex debate—involving history, language, and subjectivity— 

with repercussions extending well into the modern era. 

Susan L. Burns is Associate Professor of History at the University 

of Chicago. 

ASIA-PACIFIC 

A Series Edited by Rey Chow, H. D. Harootunian, and Masao Miyoshi 
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Memorial Museum 
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studies - 

Fabrications 
TINA MAI CHEN & PAOLA ZAMPERINI, 

SPECIAL ISSUE EDITORS 

a special issue of POSITIONS 

Contributors 

Peter Carroll 

Tina Mai Chen 

Matthew Chew 

Antonia Finnane 

Henrietta Harrison 

Andrew Jones 

Laura Miller 

Paoia Zamperini 

A pair of boots inspired by the exposed short stockings style, 

Beijing, 2001. Photo by Matthew Chew 

This special issue of positions deals at once with the concrete and 

abstract meaning of the word fabrication itself. In the concrete, fabrica¬ 

tion refers to actual garments created and worn in a society. In the 

abstract, it alludes to the social characterizations of class, ethnicity, 

nationality, and gender attributed to fashion. This special issue 

explores the self-conscious efforts in cultural China and Japan to 

exert social position, using body and cloth as the crucial points in 

the construction of identity, modernity, and imagination. 

By focusing on clothing and body practices in East Asia, this collection 

delves into the dynamic interplay between global trade, images, 

products, and standards as mediated through and on individual 

bodies. It investigates what fashion means in the Asian context, past 

and present, and enters into the debate on fashion as a modern 

phenomenon predicated upon capitalism and consumerism. One 

contributor critically assesses ideas about the proper proportions and 

display of breasts—including implants and other nonsurgical practices 

for enhancement—in Japan and how such norms may be affected 

and altered by the spread of a global Euro-American beauty ideology. 

Another essay debates the influence of globalization and cultural local¬ 

ization on the emergence and popularity of exposed short stockings 

in China. Fabrications also features a translation of Eileen Chang’s 

classic article “Chronicle of Changing Clothes,” which has defined 

thinking on Chinese fashion since the 1920s. 

Tina Mai Chen is Assistant Professor of History at the University of 

Manitoba. Paoia Zamperini is Assistant Professor of Asian Languages 

and Civilizations at Amherst College. 
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Clear Word and Third Sight 
Folk Groundings and Diasporic Consciousness 

in African Caribbean Writing 

CATHERINE A. JOHN 

Ralph Ellison 
The Next Fifty Years 

RONALD A. T. JUDY & JONATHAN ARAC, 

SPECIAL ISSUE EDITORS 

Clear Word and Third Sight examines the strands of a collective African 

diasporic consciousness represented in the work of a number of black 

Caribbean writers. Catherine A. John shows how a shared conscious¬ 

ness, or “third sight,” is rooted in both pre- and postcolonial cultural 

practices and disseminated through a rich oral tradition. This con¬ 

sciousness has served diasporic communities, creating an alternate 

philosophical “worldsense” linking those of African descent across 

space and time. 

Contesting popular discourses about what constitutes “culture,” and 

maintaining that neglected strains in Negritude discourse provide a 

crucial philosophical perspective on the connections between folk 

practices, cultural memory, and collective consciousness, John exam¬ 

ines the diasporic principles in the work of the Negritude writers Leon 

Damas, Aime Cesaire, and Leopold Senghor. She traces the manifesta¬ 

tions and reworkings of their ideas in Afro-Caribbean writing from the 

eastern and French Caribbean, as well as the Caribbean diaspora 

in the United States. The authors discussed include Jamaica Kincaid, 

Earl Lovelace, Simone Schwarz-Bart, Audre Lorde, Paule Marshall, and 

Edouard Glissant, among others. By incorporating what she calls “folk 

groundings”—such as poems, folktales, proverbs, and songs—into 

their work, John argues that Afro-Caribbean writers invoke a psycho¬ 

spiritual consciousness which combines old and new strategies for 

addressing the ongoing postcolonial struggle. 

Catherine A. John is Assistant Professor of African Diasporic Literature 

at the University of Oklahoma. 

a special issue of BOUNDARY 2 

Ralph Ellison, c 1950. Photo by Fanny Ellison 

Contributors 

Jonathan Arac 

Kevin Bell 

Adam Gussow 

Ronald A. T. Judy 

Robert O’Meally 

Donald E. Pease 

Barry Shank 

Hortense Spillers 

Kenneth Warren 

Alexander G. Weheliye 

John Wright 

While Ralph Ellison is perhaps best known for his novel Invisible Man, 

he was also a significant twentieth-century intellectual, having 

authored numerous essays and papers that shaped thought on sub¬ 

jects from jazz to liberalism. Ralph Ellison: The Next Fifty Years gathers 

outstanding scholars in the fields of American and African American 

studies to engage Ellison’s theoretical and critical writings. 

NEW AMERICANISTS 

A Series Edited by Donald E. Pease 

Several essays in this collection focus on an area of Ellison’s thinking 

that has yet to be adequately scrutinized —his study of, and writing 

about, music, specifically jazz and the blues. Although not a systematic 

philosopher of music, Ellison exhibited the seriousness and rigor 

associated with the critical musical writings of Theodor Adorno and 

Edward Said. Other essays in this special issue examine salient ques¬ 

tions raised by Ellison’s work, including the nature of the connection 

between the novel and the democratic mind, Vietnam and the crisis 

of liberal society, and the problematic of modernism and freedom. 

Ralph Ellison addresses the ways in which Ellison’s writings about 

art were also efforts to think about and discuss political agency. 

Ronald A. T. Judy is Professor of English at the University of Pittsburgh. 

Jonathan Arac is Orlando Harriman Professor of English and Comparative 

Literature and the Chair of the Department at Columbia University. 
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gaj & lesbian studies 

The Misfit of the Family 
Balzac and the Social Forms of Sexuality 

MICHAEL LUCEY 

In more than ninety novels and novellas, Honore de Balzac 

(1799-1850) created a universe teeming with over two thousand char¬ 

acters. The Misfit of the Family reveals how Balzac, in imagining the 

dense, vividly rendered social world of his novels, used his writing as a 

powerful means to understand and analyze—as well as represent—a 

range of forms of sexuality. Moving away from the many psychoanalytic 

approaches to the novelist’s work, Michael Lucey contends that in 

order to grasp the full complexity with which sexuality was understood 

by Balzac, it is necessary to appreciate how he conceived of its relation 

to family, history, economics, law, and all the many structures within 

which sexualities take form. 

The Misfit of the Family is a compelling argument that Balzac must 

be taken seriously as a major inventor and purveyor of new tools for 

the analysis of connections between the sexual and the social. Lucey’s 

account of the novelist’s deployment of “sexual misfits” to impel a 

wide range of his most canonical works—Cousin Pons, Cousin Bette, 

Eugenie Grandet, Lost Illusions, The Girl with Golden Eyes—demon¬ 

strates how even the flexible umbrella term “queer” barely covers 

the enormous diversity of erotic and social behaviors of his characters. 

Lucey draws on the thinking of Michel Foucault and Pierre Bourdieu 

and engages the work of critics of nineteenth-century French fiction, 

including Naomi Schor, D.A. Miller, Franco Moretti, and others. His 

reflections on Proust as Balzac’s most cannily attentive reader suggest 

how the lines of social and erotic force he locates in Balzac’s work 

continued to manifest themselves in twentieth-century writing and soci¬ 

ety. 

Michael Lucey is Professor of French and Comparative Literature at the 

University of California, Berkeley, and the author of Gide's Bent: Sexuality, 

Politics, Writing. 

SERIES Q 

A Series Edited by Michele Aina Barale. lonathan Goldberg, 

Michael Moon, and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick 
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Lesbian Rule 
Cultural Criticism and the Value of Desire 

AMY VILLAREJO 

With hair slicked back and shirt collar framing her young patrician 

face, Katharine Hepburn’s image in the 1935 film Sylvia Scarlett 

was seen by many as a “lesbian” representation. Yet, Amy Villarejo 

argues, there is no final ground upon which to explain why that 

image of Hepburn signifies lesbian or why such a cross-dressing 

Hollywood fantasy edges into collective consciousness as a “lesbian” 

narrative. Investigating what allows viewers to perceive an image or 

narrative as “lesbian,” Villarejo presents a theoretical exploration of 

lesbian visibility. Focusing on images of “the lesbian” in film, she 

analyzes what these representations contain and their limits. She 

combines Marxist theories of value with poststructuralist insights to 

argue that lesbian visibility operates simultaneously as an achieve¬ 

ment and a ruse, a possibility for building a new visual politics and 

a way of rendering static and contained what lesbian might mean. 

Integrating cinema studies, queer and feminist theory, and cultural 

studies, Villarejo illuminates the contexts within which the lesbian is 

rendered visible. Toward that end, she analyzes key portrayals of the 

lesbian in public culture, particularly in documentary film. She consid¬ 

ers a range of films—from documentaries about Cuba, Shanghai, and 

lesbian pulp fiction to The Brandon Teena Story—and, in doing so, 

brings to light a nuanced economy of value and desire. 

Amy Villarejo is Associate Professor in the Department of Theater, Film, 

and Dance at Cornell University. She is the coauthor of Queen Christina 

and coeditor of Keyframes: Popular Film and Cultural Studies. 

NEXT WAVE: NEW DIRECTIONS IN WOMEN’S STUDIES 

A Series Edited by Inderpal Grewal, Caren Kaplan, and Robyn Wiegman 

Katharine Hepburn in Sylvia Scarlett. Courtesy of Photofest 
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Brothers and Strangers 
Black Zion, Black Slavery, 1914-1940 

IBRAHIM SUNDIATA 

Unprecedented in scope and detail, Brothers 

and Strangers is a vivid history of how, 

during the interwar years, the mythic Africa 

of the black American imagination ran into 

the realities of Africa the place. In the 1920s, 

Marcus Garvey—convinced that freedom 

from oppression was not possible for blacks 

in the Americas—led the last great African 

American emigrationist movement. His 

U.S.-based Universal Negro Improvement 

Association worked with the Liberian 

government to create a homeland for African 

Americans. Ibrahim Sundiata explores the paradox at the core of this 

project: Liberia, the chosen destination, was itself riven with contradic¬ 

tions. Racked by class and ethnic divisions, Liberia, like other nations 

in colonial Africa, was marred by labor abuse. 

Sundiata’s account is based on extensive 

archival research, including work in the 

Liberian National Archives. As he explains, 

Garvey’s plan collapsed when faced with 

opposition from the Liberian elite, opposition 

that belied his vision of a unified Black World. 

In 1930 the League of Nations investigated 

labor conditions and, damningly, the United 

States, land of lynching and Jim Crow, accused 

Liberia of promoting “conditions analogous to 

slavery.” Subsequently various plans were put 

forward for a League Mandate or an American 

administration to put down slavery and “mod¬ 

ernize” the country. Threatened with a loss 

of its independence, the Liberian government 

turned to its “brothers beyond the sea” 

for support. A varied group of white and black anti-imperialists, among 

them W. E. B. DuBois, took up the country’s cause. In revealing the 

struggle of conscience that bedeviled many in the black world in 

the past, Sundiata casts light on a human rights predicament which, 

he points out, continues in twenty-first-century African locations as 

disparate as Sudan, Mauritania, and Cote d’Ivoire. 

Ibrahim Sundiata is Spector Professor of History and African and Afro- 

American Studies at Brandeis University and a Fellow at the W. E. B. DuBois 

Institute for Afro-American Research at Harvard University (2002-2003). He is 

the author, most recently, of From Slavery to Neoslavery: The Bight of Biafra 

and Fernando Po in the Era of Abolition, 1827-1930. 
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now in paperback 

Financial Missionaries to the World 
The Politics and Culture of 

Dollar Diplomacy, 1900-1930 

EMILY S. ROSENBERG 

Winner of the Society for Historians of 

American Foreign Relations Robert H. Ferrell Book Prize 

Financial Missionaries to the World establishes the broad scope and sig¬ 

nificance of “dollar diplomacy”—the use of international lending and 

advising—to early-twentieth-century U.S. foreign policy. Combining 

diplomatic, economic, and cultural history, distinguished historian Emily 

S. Rosenberg shows how private bank loans were extended to leverage 

acceptance of American financial advisers by foreign governments. In an 

analysis striking in its relevance to contemporary debates over interna¬ 

tional loans, she reveals how a practice initially justified as a progres¬ 

sive means to extend “civilization” by promoting economic stability and 

progress became embroiled in controversy. Vocal critics at home and 

abroad charged that American loans and financial oversight constituted 

a new imperialism that fostered exploitation of less powerful nations. 

By the mid-i920s, she explains, even early supporters of dollar diplo¬ 

macy worried that, by facilitating excessive borrowing, the practice 

might induce the very instability and default that it supposedly worked 

against. 

“[A] major and superb contribution to the history of U.S. foreign relations. . 

. . [Rosenberg] has opened up a whole new research field in international 

history.” —ANDERS STEPHANSON, Journal of American Flistory 

“[A] landmark in the historiography of American foreign relations.” 

— MELVYN P. LEFFLER, author of A Preponderence of Power: National 

Security, the Truman Administration, and the Cold War 

“Fascinating.” —CHRISTOPHER CLARK, Times Literary Supplement 

Emily S. Rosenberg is DeWitt Wallace Professor of History at Macalester 

College. She is the author of A Date Which Will Live: Pearl Harbor in 

American Memory (see page 5) and Spreading the American Dream: 

American Economic and Cultural Expansion, 1890-1995. She is coauthor 

of In Our Times: America since World War II and Liberty, Equality, Power: 

A History of the American People. 
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Making Jazz French 
Music and Modern Life in Interwar Paris 

JEFFREY H. JACKSON 

In the Aftermath of Genocide 
Armenians and Jews in Twentieth-Century France 

MAUD S. MANDEL 

France is the only Western European nation home to substantial num¬ 

bers of survivors of the World War I and World War II genocides. In 

the Aftermath of Genocide offers a unique comparison of the country’s 

Armenian and Jewish survivor communities. By demonstrating how—in 

spite of significant differences between these two populations—striking 

similarities emerge in the ways each responded to genocide, Maud S. 

Mandel illuminates the impact of the nation-state on ethnic and reli¬ 

gious minorities in twentieth-century Europe and provides a valuable 

theoretical framework for considering issues of transnational identity. 

Investigating each community’s response to its violent past, Mandel 

reflects on how shifts in ethnic, religious, and national affiliations were 

influenced by the groups’ recent histories. The book examines these 

issues in the context of France’s long commitment to a politics of inte¬ 

gration and homogenization—a politics geared toward the establish¬ 

ment of equal rights and legal status for all citizens, but not toward 

the accommodation of cultural diversity. 

In the Aftermath of Genocide reveals that Armenian and Jewish sur¬ 

vivors rarely sought to shed the obvious symbols of their ethnic and 

religious identities. Mandel shows that, if anything, following the 1915 

genocide and the Holocaust, these communities seemed increasingly 

willing to mobilize in their own self-defense and thereby call attention 

to their distinctiveness. Most Armenian and Jewish survivors were nei¬ 

ther prepared to give up their minority status nor willing to migrate to 

their national homelands of Armenia and Israel. In the Aftermath of 

Genocide suggests that the consolidation of the nation-state system in 

twentieth-century Europe led survivors of genocide to fashion identities 

for themselves as ethnic minorities despite the dangers implicit in that 

status. 

Maud S. Mandel is Dorot Assistant Professor of Judaic Studies and 

Assistant Professor of History at Brown University. 
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The Quintet of the Hot Club of France in 1934, featuring Stephan Grappelli and Django 

Reinhardt. Courtesy of Bettman/CORBIS 

Between the world wars, Paris welcomed not only a number of glam¬ 

orous American expatriates, including Josephine Baker and F. Scott 

Fitzgerald, but also a dynamic musical style emerging in the United 

States: jazz. Roaring through cabarets, music halls, and dance clubs, 

the upbeat, syncopated rhythms of jazz soon added to the allure of 

Paris as a center of international nightlife and cutting-edge modern 

culture. In Making Jazz French, Jeffrey H. Jackson examines not only 

how and why jazz became so widely performed in Paris in the 1920s 

and 1930s but also why it was so controversial. 

Drawing on memoirs, press accounts, and cultural criticism, Jackson 

uses the history of jazz in Paris to illuminate the challenges confound¬ 

ing French national identity during the interwar years. As he explains, 

many French people initially regarded jazz as alien because of its asso¬ 

ciations with America and Africa. Some reveled in its explosive energy 

and the exoticism of its racial connotations, while others saw it as a 

dangerous reversal of France’s most cherished notions of “civilization.” 

At the same time, many French musicians, though not threatened by 

jazz as a musical style, feared their jobs would vanish with the arrival 

of American performers. By the 1930s, however, a core group of French 

fans, critics, and musicians had incorporated jazz into the French enter¬ 

tainment tradition. Today it is an integral part of Parisian musical per¬ 

formance. In showing how jazz became French, Jackson reveals some of 

the ways a musical form created in the United States became an inter¬ 

national phenomenon and acquired new meanings unique to the places 

where it was heard and performed. 

Jeffrey H. Jackson is Assistant Professor of History at Rhodes College. 
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I at in a m e r i c a n & Caribbean studies 

Young girls learn how to make molas. Photo by Mari Lyn Salvador, 1994 

“Crafting Gender deftly fills a gaping hole in gender studies by providing 

a rich body of information on women’s traditional arts. Exploring the 

distinctions between art, ‘folk art,’ and just plain work in a great variety 

of cultures, the authors illuminate social context, belief systems, aesthetics, 

and technique, expanding the field to areas not well known outside 

of academia and Latin America. Feminists, artists, and scholars will find 

much material in Eli Bartra’s book with which to mold and weave their 

own forms.” —LUCY R. LIPPARD, author of The Pink Glass Swan: Selected 

Feminist Essays on Art 

Crafting Gender 
Women and Folk Art in Latin America 

and the Caribbean 

ELI BARTRA, EDITOR 

This volume initiates a gender-based framework for analyzing Latin 

American and Caribbean folk art. While folk art—which this collection 

defines broadly as the “art of the people” and as having a primarily 

decorative, rather than utilitarian, purpose—is not solely the province 

of women, folk art by women in Latin America has received little 

sustained attention. Crafting Gender begins to redress this gap. From 

a feminist perspective, the contributors examine not only twentieth-cen¬ 

tury and contemporary art by women, but also its production, distribu¬ 

tion, and consumption. Exploring the roles of women as artists and 

consumers in specific cultural contexts, they look at a range of artistic 

forms from across Latin America, including Panamanian molas (textiles), 

Andean weavings, Mexican ceramics, and Mayan hipiles (dresses). 

Art historians, anthropologists, and sociologists from Latin America, the 

Caribbean, and the United States, the contributors discuss artwork from 

Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Puerto Rico, and 

Suriname. Many of the essays focus on indigenous artists. They high¬ 

light the complex webs of social relations from which folk art emerges. 

For instance, while several contributors describe the similar creative 

and technical processes of indigenous pottery-making communities of 

the Amazon and of mestiza potters in Mexico and Colombia, they also 

reveal the widely varying functions of the ceramics and meanings of 

the iconography. Integrating the many social, historical, political, geo¬ 

graphical, and economic factors that shape folk art in Latin America 

and the Caribbean, Crafting Gender sheds much-needed light on a rich 

body of art and the women who create it. 

Eli Bartra is Professor in the Department of Politics and Culture at 

Universidad Autonoma Metropolitan-Xochimilco in Mexico City. She is 

the author of numerous books in Spanish. 

Contributors 

Eli Bartra 

Ronald J. Duncan 

Dolores Juliano 

Betty LaDuke 

Lourdes Rejon Patron 

Sally Price 

Marfa de Jesus Rodriguez-Shadow 

Mari Lyn Salvador 

Norma Valle 

Dorothea Scott Whitten 
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Searching for Home Abroad 
Japanese Brazilians and Transnationalism 

JEFFREY LESSER, EDITOR 

Hall of Mirrors 
Power, Witchcraft, and Caste in Colonial Mexico 

LAURA A. LEWIS 

7 7 90 ^ 
1908 - 1998 

90 anos da Imigragao Japonesa no Brasil 
SC MJINOMOTO Banco America do Sul 

During the first half of the twentieth century, Japanese immigrants 

entered Brazil by the tens of thousands. In more recent decades that 

flow has been reversed: more than 200,000 Japanese Brazilians and 

their families have relocated to Japan. Examining these significant 

but rarely studied transnational movements and the experiences of 

Japanese Brazilians, the essays in Searching tor Home Abroad rethink 

complex issues of ethnicity and national identity. The contributors— 

who represent a number of nationalities and disciplines themselves— 

analyze how the original Japanese immigrants, their descendants 

in Brazil, and the Japanese Brazilians in Japan sought to fit into the 

culture of each country while confronting both prejudice and discrimi¬ 

nation. 

The concepts of home and diaspora are engaged and debated through¬ 

out the volume. Drawing on numerous sources—oral histories, inter¬ 

views, private papers, films, myths, and music—the contributors high¬ 

light the role ethnic minorities have played in constructing Brazilian 

and Japanese national identities. The essayists consider the economic 

and emotional motivations for migration as well as a range of fascinat¬ 

ing cultural outgrowths such as Japanese secret societies in Brazil. 

They explore intriguing paradoxes, including the feeling among many 

Japanese Brazilians who have migrated to Japan that they are more 

“Brazilian” there than they were in Brazil. Searching for Home Abroad 

will be of great interest to scholars of immigration and ethnicity in the 

Americas and Asia. 

Jeffrey Lesser is Professor of History and Director of the Program in Latin 

American and Caribbean Studies at Emory University. He is the author, most 

recently, of Negotiating National Identity: Immigrants, Minorities, and the 

Struggle for Ethnicity in Brazil, also published by Duke University Press. 

Contributors 

Shuhei Hosokawa 

Angelo Ishi 

Jeffrey Lesser 

Daniel T. Linger 

Koichi Mori 

Joshua Hotaka Roth 

Takeyuki (Gaku) Tsuda 

Keiko Yamanaka 

Karen Tei Yamashita 
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Through an examination of caste in sixteenth- and seventeenth-cen¬ 

tury Mexico, Hall of Mirrors explores the construction of hierarchy 

and difference in a Spanish colonial setting. Laura A. Lewis describes 

how the meanings attached to the caste categories of Spanish, 

Indian, black, mulatto, and mestizo were generated within that 

setting as she shows how the cultural politics of caste produced 

a system of fluid and relational designations that simultaneously 

facilitated and undermined Spanish governance. 

Using judicial records from a variety of colonial courts, Lewis high¬ 

lights the ethnographic details of legal proceedings as she demon¬ 

strates how Indians, in particular, came to be the masters of witch¬ 

craft, a domain of power that drew on gendered and hegemonic 

caste distinctions to complicate the colonial hierarchy. She also 

reveals the ways in which blacks, mulattoes, and mestizos mediated 

between Spaniards and Indians, alternatively reinforcing Spanish 

authority and challenging it through alliances with Indians. Bringing 

to life colonial subjects as they testified about their experiences. Hall 

of Mirrors discloses a series of contradictions that complicate easy 

distinctions between subalterns and elites, resistance and power. 

Laura A. Lewis is Associate Professor of Anthropology at James 

Madison University. 
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Banana Wars 
Power, Production, and History in the Americas 

STEVE STRIFFLER & MARK MOBERG, EDITORS 

Photo by Steve Striffler 

Contributors 

Philippe Bourgois 

Marcelo Bucheli 

Dario Euraque 

Cindy Forster 

Lawrence Grossman 

Mark Moberg 

Laura T. Raynolds 

Karla Slocum 

John Soluri 

Steve Striffler 

Allen Wells 

Over the past century, the banana industry has radically transformed 

Latin America and the Caribbean and become a major site of United 

States-Latin American interaction. Banana Wars is a history of the 

Americas as told through the cultural, political, economic, and agricul¬ 

tural processes that brought bananas from the forests of Latin America 

and the Caribbean to the breakfast tables of the United States and 

Europe. The first book to examine such processes in all the western 

hemisphere regions where bananas are grown for sale abroad, Banana 

Wars advances the growing body of scholarship focusing on export 

commodities from a historical and social scientific perspective. 

Bringing together the work of anthropologists, sociologists, econo¬ 

mists, historians, and geographers, this collection reveals how the 

banana industry marshaled workers of differing nationalities, ethnici¬ 

ties, and languages and, in so doing, created unprecedented potential 

for conflict throughout Latin American and the Caribbean. The fre¬ 

quently abusive conditions that banana workers experienced, the con¬ 

tributors point out, gave rise to one of Latin America’s earliest and 

most militant labor movements. Responding to both the demands of 

workers’ organizations and the power of U.S. capital, Latin American 

governments were inevitably affected by banana production. Banana 

Wars explores how these governments sometimes asserted their sover¬ 

eignty over foreign fruit companies, but more often became their will¬ 

ing accomplices. With several essays focusing on the operations of 

the extraordinarily powerful United Fruit Company, the collection also 

examines the strategies and reactions of the American and European 

corporations seeking to profit from the sale of bananas grown by 

people of different cultures working in varied agricultural and economic 

environments. 

Steve Striffler is Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Latin American 

Studies at the University of Arkansas and the author of In the Shadows 

of State and Capital: The United Fruit Company, Popular Struggle, and 

Agrarian Restructuring in Ecuador, lpoo-ippp, also published by Duke 

University Press. Mark Moberg is Professor of Anthropology at the 

University of South Alabama. He is the author of Myths of Ethnicity 

and Nation: Immigration, Work, and Identity in the Belize Banana Industry 

and Citrus, Strategy, and Class: The Politics of Development in Southern 

Belize. 
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After Spanish Rule 
Postcolonial Predicaments of the Americas 

MARK THURNER & ANDRES GUERRERO, EDITORS 

With a Foreword by Shahid Amin 

"Gateway of the Sun in Ruins," from Incidents of Travel and 
Exploration in the Land of the Incas (1877), 

Contributors 

Thomas Abercrombie 

Shahid Amin 

Jorge Cahizares-Esguerra 

Peter Guardino 

Andres Guerrero 

Marixa Lasso 

Javier Morillo-Alicea 

Joanne Rappaport 

Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo 

Mark Thurner 

Insisting on the critical value of Latin American histories for recasting 

theories of postcolonialism, After Spanish Rule is the first collection of 

essays by Latin Americanist historians and anthropologists to engage 

postcolonial debates from the perspective of the Americas. These 

essays extend and revise the insights of postcolonial studies in diverse 

Latin American contexts, ranging from the narratives of eighteenth-cen¬ 

tury travelers and clerics in the region to the status of indigenous intel¬ 

lectuals in present-day Colombia. The editors argue that the construc¬ 

tion of an array of singular histories at the intersection of particular 

colonialisms and nationalisms must become the critical project of 

postcolonial history-writing. 

Challenging the universalizing tendencies of postcolonial theory as 

it has developed in the Anglophone academy, the contributors are 

attentive to the crucial ways in which the histories of Latin American 

countries—with their creole elites, hybrid middle classes, subordinated 

ethnic groups, and complicated historical relationships with Spain 

and the United States —differ from those of other former colonies in 

the southern hemisphere. Yet, while acknowledging such differences, 

the volume suggests a host of provocative, critical connections to 

colonial and postcolonial histories around the world. 

Mark Thurner is Associate Professor of History and Anthropology at 

the University of Florida. He is the author of From Two Republics to One 

Divided: Contradictions of Postcolonial Nationmaking in Andean Peru, 

also published by Duke University Press. Andres Guerrero is affiliated 

with flacso, a research institute with branches in all Latin American coun¬ 

tries. He is the author of numerous books in Spanish. 
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Subverting Colonial Authority 
Challenges to Spanish Rule in 

Eighteenth-Century Southern Andes 

SERGIO SERULNIKOV 

This innovative political history provides a new perspective on the 

enduring question of the origins and nature of the wave of Indian 

revolts against the Spanish that exploded in the southern Andean 

highlands in the 1780s. Subverting Colonial Authority focuses on one 

of the main —but least studied—centers of rebel activity during the 

age of the Tupac Amaru revolution: the overwhelmingly indigenous 

Northern Potosi region of present-day Bolivia. Tracing how routine 

political conflict developed into large-scale violent upheaval, Sergio 

Serulnikov explores the changing forms of colonial domination and 

peasant politics in the area from the 1740s (the starting point of 

large political and economic transformations) through the early 

1780s, when a massive insurrection of the highland communities 

shook the foundations of Spanish rule. 

Drawing on court records, government papers, personal letters, 

census documents, and other testimonies from Bolivian and 

Argentine archives, Subverting Colonial Authority addresses issues 

that illuminate key aspects of indigenous rebellion, European colo¬ 

nialism, and Andean cultural history. Serulnikov analyzes long-term 

patterns of social conflict rooted in local political cultures and 

regionally based power relations. He examines the day-to-day opera¬ 

tions of the colonial system of justice within the rural villages as 

well as the sharp ideological and political strife among colonial 

ruling groups. Highlighting the emergence of radical modes of anti¬ 

colonial thought and ethnic cooperation, he argues that Andean 

peasants were able to overcome entrenched tendencies toward inter¬ 

nal dissension and fragmentation in the very process of marshaling 

both law and force to assert their rights and hold colonial authorities 

accountable. Along the way, Serulnikov shows, they not only 

widened the scope of their collective identities but also contradicted 

colonial ideas of indigenous societies as either secluded cultures 

or pliant objects of European rule. 

Sergio Serulnikov is Assistant Professor of History at Boston College. 
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Imagining Interest in Political Thought 
The Origins of Economic Rationality 

STEPHEN G. ENGELMANN 

Imagining Interest in Political Thought argues that monistic interest— 

or the shaping and coordination of different pursuits through imagined 

economies of self and public interest—constitutes the end and means 

of contemporary liberal government. The paradigmatic theorist 

of monistic interest is English political philosopher Jeremy Bentham 

(1748-1832), whose concept of utilitarianism calls for maximization 

of pleasure by both individuals and the state. Stephen G. Engelmann 

contends that commentators have too quickly dismissed Bentham’s 

philosophy as a crude materialism with antiliberal tendencies. 

Engelmann places Benthamite utilitarianism at the center of his 

account and, in so doing, reclaims Bentham for liberal political theory. 

Tracing the development of 

monistic interest from its 

origins in Reformation political 

theory and theology through 

late-twentieth-century 

neoliberalism, Engelmann 

reconceptualizes the history 

of liberalism as phases in the 

history of monisitic interest 

or economic government. 

He describes how monistic 

interest, as formulated by 

Bentham, is made up of the 

individual’s imagined expecta¬ 

tions, which are constructed 

by the very regime that maximizes them. He asserts that this construc¬ 

tion of interests is not the work of a self-serving manipulative state. 

Rather, the state, which is itself subject to strict economic regulation, 

is only one cluster of myriad “public” and “private” agencies that pro¬ 

duce and coordinate expectations. In place of a liberal vision in which 

government appears only as a protector of the free pursuit of interest, 

Engelmann posits that the free pursuit of interest is itself a mode of 

government, one that deploys individual imagination and choice as its 

agents. 

Stephen G. Engelmann is Assistant Professor of Political Science at 

the University of Illinois at Chicago. 

Jeremy Bentham, from an engraving by 

J. Posselwhite. Picture Post Library 

Uncertain Times 
Kenneth Arrow and the 

Changing Economics of Health Care 

PETER J. HAMMER, DEBORAH HAAS-WILSON, 

MARK A. PETERSON, & WILLIAM M. SAGE, EDITORS 

With a Preface by Victor R. Fuchs 

and a Foreword by Mark V. Pauly 

This volume revisits the Nobel Prize-winning econo¬ 

mist Kenneth Arrow’s classic 1963 essay “Uncertainty 

and the Welfare Economics of Medical Care” in 

light of the many changes in American health care 

since its publication. Arrow’s groundbreaking piece, 

reprinted in full here, argued that while medicine 

was subject to the same models of competition and 

profit maximization as other industries, concepts of 

trust and morals also played key roles in understanding medicine as 

an economic institution and in balancing the asymmetrical relationship 

between medical providers and their patients. His conclusions about 

the medical profession’s failures to “insure against uncertainties” 

helped initiate the reevaluation of insurance as a public and private 

good. 

ft 
Kenneth Arrow 

Coming from diverse backgrounds—economics, law, journalism, politi¬ 

cal science, and the health care industry itself—the contributors use 

Arrow’s article to address a range of present-day health-policy ques¬ 

tions. They examine everything from health insurance and technological 

innovation to the roles of charity, nonprofit institutions, and self-regu¬ 

lation in addressing medical needs. The collection concludes with 

a new essay by Arrow, in which he reflects on the health care markets 

of the new millennium. At a time when medical costs continue to rise, 

the ranks of the uninsured grow, and uncertainty reigns even among 

those with health insurance, this volume looks back at a seminal 

work of scholarship to provide critical guidance for the years ahead. 

Peter J. Hammer is Assistant Professor at the University of Michigan 

Law School. Deborah Haas-Wilson is Professor of Economics at Smith 

College. Mark A. Peterson is Professor of Policy Studies and Political 

Science at the University of California, Los Angeles, School of Public Policy 

and Social Research. William M. Sage is Professor at the Columbia 

University School of Law. 
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Pathways to Prohibition 
Radicals, Moderates, and 

Social Movement Outcomes 

ANN-MARIE E. SZYMANSKI 

Strategies for gradually affecting social change are often dismissed 

as too accommodating of the status quo. Ann-Marie E. Szymanski chal¬ 

lenges this assumption, arguing that moderation is sometimes the 

most effective way to achieve change. Pathways to Prohibition exam¬ 

ines the strategic choices of social movements through a focus on the 

fates of the two waves of temperance campaigns. The prohibitionists 

of the 1880s gained limited success, while their Progressive Era coun¬ 

terparts achieved a remarkable—albeit temporary—accomplishment in 

American politics: the passage of an amendment to the United States 

Constitution. Szymanski accounts for these divergent outcomes by 

asserting that choice of strategy (how a social movement defines and 

pursues its goals) is a significant and, until now, underappreciated 

element in the success or failure of social movements. Her emphasis 

on strategy represents a sharp departure from approaches that priori¬ 

tize political opportunity as the most consequential factor in campaigns 

for social change. 

Combining the insights of social 

movement theory with historical 

research, Pathways to Prohibition 

shows how a locally based, moderate 

strategy allowed the early-twentieth- 

century prohibition crusade to 

develop both a potent grassroots 

component and the capacity to tran¬ 

scend the limited scope of local poli¬ 

tics. Szymanski describes how the 

prohibition movement’s strategic shift 

toward moderate goals after 1900 

reflected the devolution of the state legislatures’ liquor licensing power 

to the localities, the judiciary’s growing acceptance of these licensing 

regimes, and the collective belief that local electorates, rather than 

the state legislatures, were best situated to resolve controversial 

issues like the liquor question. “Local gradualism” is well-suited to 

the porous, federal structure of the American state, Szymanski con¬ 

tends, and it has been effectively used by a number of social move¬ 

ments, including the Civil Rights and Christian Right movements. 

Ann-Marie E. Szymanski is Assistant Professor of Political Science at 

the University of Oklahoma. 

From The Shadow of the Bottle (1915). 

now in paperback 

The Federal Appointments Process 
A Constitutional and Historical Analysis 

MICHAEL J. GERHARDT 

Revised and Expanded 

The Federal Appointments Process provides 

a unique, comprehensive overview of the 

constitutional dynamics and significance of 

the federal appointments process throughout 

American history. Michael J. Gerhardt includes 

each American president’s performance 

record regarding judicial and nonjudicial 

appointments, accounts of virtually all the 

major confirmation contests and controver¬ 

sies, and discussions of relevant legal 

and constitutional questions. The Federal 

Appointments Process is an essential tool for understanding the selec¬ 

tion and confirmation of presidential appointments. 

FEDERAL 
APPOINTMENTS 

PROCESS 

“In what only can be described as a scholarly tour de force, Gerhardt 

encompasses the broad sweep of the American experience to provide a 

detailed and systematic analysis of the process of selecting and confirming 

judicial and nonjudicial presidential appointments. ... [A] remarkable 

achievement.” —SHELDON GOLDMAN, Political Science Quarterly 

“With The Federal Appointments Process, Michael J. Gerhardt has provided 

the most comprehensive analysis of the politics of appointment and 

confirmation since the 1953 publication of the classic The Advice and 

Consent of the Senate. . . .’’ — KEITH E. WHITTINGTON, Policy Review 

“Gerhardt’s excellent book . . . makes clear that we should be arguing 

about how to make the appointments process political in the right 

way. . . . [It] deserves the careful attention of politicians, scholars, 

and anybody else interested in the American appointments process.” 

—CHRISTOPHER L. EISGRUBER, William & Mary Bill of Rights Journal 

“For anyone interested in the appointment process, [this] book is a must, 

and it provides valuable historical reference for scholars, politicians and 

nominees alike.” —M. MARGARET McKEOWN, Jurist: Books on Law 

Michael J. Gerhardt is Arthur B. Hanson Professor of Law at the 

College of William & Mary School of Law. He is the author of The Federal 

Impeachment Process: A Constitutional and Historical Analysis and 

coauthor of Constitutional Theory: Arguments and Perspectives. 
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2002 Social Text 

#72 (Vol. 20, No. 3) 

0-8223-6553-7 

paper, $i2.oo/£9-50 

boundary 2 

From Cuba 

John Beverley, editor 

2002 boundary 2 

Vol. 29, No. 3 

0-8223-6540-5 

paper, $12.00^9.50 

0 

Desiring Disability: 

Queer Theory Meets 

Disability Studies 

Robert McRuer and 

Abby L. Wilkerson, editors 

2003 GLQ 

Vol. 9, Nos. 1/2 

0-8223-6551-0 

paper, $i8.oo/£i3.95 

Violence and Redemption 

The Late Liberalism 

Project, editor 

2003 Public Culture 

vol. 15, no. 1 

0-8223-6579-0 

paper, $i2.oo/£9.50 

New Imaginaries 

Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar 

and Benjamin Lee, editors 

2002 Public Culture 

Vol. 14, No. 1 

0-8223-6521-9 

paper, $i2.oo/£9-50 

Afrofuturism 

Alondra Nelson, editor 

2002 Social Text 
#71 (Vol. 20, No. 2) 

0-8223-6545-6 

paper, $12.00^9.50 

Medium Cool 

Andrew McNamara and 

Peter Krapp, editors 

2002 SAQ 

Vol. 101, No. 3 

0-8223-6542-1 

paper, $12.00^9.50 

Critical Conjunctions: 

Foundations of Colony and 

Formations of Modernity 

Saurabh Dube, Ishita Banerjee 

Dube, and Edgardo Lander, editors 

2002 Nepantla 

Vol. 3, No. 2 

0-8223-6549-9 

paper, $io.oo/£7-95 

Terror and History 

Van Gosse, editor 

2003 Radical History Review 

#85 

0-8223-6558-8 

paper, $12.00^9.50 

Theater and Social Change 

Alisa Solomon, editor 

2001 Theater 

Vol. 31, No. 3 

0-8223-6503-0 

paper, $io.oo/£7-95 
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AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES 

selected b a ckl i st & bestsellers 

Gay Rebel of the 

Harlem Reniassance: 

Selections from the Work 

of Richard Bruce Nugent 

Richard Bruce Nugent 

2002 

0-8223-2913-1 

cloth $24.95tr/£i8.95 

MUSIC 

SOUND OF AFRICA! 
MiUag Music Zulu in i Soudi MrtUI Studio 10UIU MlWIfS 

Sound of Africa! 

Making Music Zulu 

in a South African Studio 

Louise Meintjes 

2003 

0-8223-3014-8 

paper $2i.95tr/£i6.95 

Forgotten Readers: 

Recovering the Lost History 

of African American 

Literary Societies 
Elizabeth McHenry 

2002 

0-8223-2995-6 

paper $i8.95tr/£i4.50 

Swing Shift: “All-Girl” 

Bands of the 1940s 

Sherrie Tucker 

2001 

0-8223-2817-8 

paper $i8.95tr/£i4.50 

LATIN AMERICA/TRAVEL 

THE 

ARGENTINA 

READER 

The Argentina Reader: 

History, Culture, Politics 

Gabriela Nouzeilles and 

Graciela Montaldo, editors 

2002 

0-8223-2914-x 

paper $23.95tr/£i8.50 

The Mexico Reader: 

History, Culture, Politics 

Gilbert M. Joseph and 

Timothy J. Henderson, editors 

2002 

0-8223-3042-3 

paper $24.95tr/£i8.95 

The Black Church in the 

African American Experience 

C. Eric Lincoln and 

Lawrence H. Mamiya 

1990 

0-8223-1073-2 

paper $26.95/£2o.50 

Wake the Town 

and Tell the People: 

Dancehall Culture 

in Jamaica 

Norman C. Stolzoff 

2000 

0-8223-2514-4 

paper $2i.95tr/£i6.95 

The Brazil Reader: 

History, Culture, Politics 

Robert M. Levine and 

John J. Crocitti, editors 

1999 

0-8223-2290-0 

paper $23.95tr/£i8.50 

Turning South Again: 

Re-Thinking Modernism/ 

Re-Reading Booker T. 

Houston A. Baker Jr. 

2001 

0-8223-2695-7 

paper $i5.95tr/£i2.50 

Hit Me, Fred: 

Recollections of a Sideman 
Fred Wesley Jr. 

2002 

0-8223-2909-3 

cloth $29.95tr/£22.95 

The Peru Reader: 

History, Culture, Politics 

Orin Starn, Carlos Ivan Degregori, 

and Robin Kirk, editors 

1995 

0-8223-1617-x 

paper $23.95/£i8.50 
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selected ba chiist & bestsellers 

GAY & LESBIAN STUDIES 

Living with His Camera 

Jane Gallop 

Photographs by Dick Blau 

2003 

0-8223-3102-0 

cloth $23-95tr/£i8.50 

An Archive of Feelings: 

Trauma, Sexuality, and 

Lesbian Public Cultures 

Ann Cvetkovich 

2003 

0-8223-3088-1 

paper $22.95tr/£i7.50 

M/E/A/N/l/N/G: 

An Anthology of Artists’ Writings, 

Theory, and Criticism 

Susan Bee and Mira Schor, editors 

2000 

0-8223-2566-7 

paper $22.95tr/fi7.50 

Female Masculinity 

Judith Halberstam 

1998 

0-8223-2243-9 

paper $i9.95tr/£i5.50 

ART/PHOTOGRAPHY 

Photography’s Other Histories 

Touching Feeling: 

Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity 

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick 

2003 

0-8223-3015-6 

paper $i8.95tr/£i4.50 

Mobile Cultures: 

New Media in Queer Asia 

Chris Berry, Fran Martin, and 

Audrey Yue, editors 

2003 

0-8223-3087-3 

paper $2i.95/fi6.95 

The World Turned: 

Essays on Gay History, 

Politics, and Culture 

John D’Emilio 

2002 

0-8223-3023-7 

paper $i8-95tr/£i4.50 

Photography’s Other Histories 

Christopher Pinney and 

Nicolas Peterson, editors 

2003 

0-8223-3113-6 

paper $22.95tr/£i7.50 

Z7he Weddtnp (>orrfile*> 

The Wedding Complex: 

Forms of Belonging in 

Modern American Culture 

Elizabeth Freeman 

2002 

0-8223-2989-1 

paper $i9.95tr/£i5.50 

My Dangerous Desires: 

A Queer Girl Dreaming 

Her Way Home 
Amber L. Hollibaugh 

2000 

0-8223-2619-1 

paper $i8.95tr/fi4-50 

Painting Culture: 

The Making of an 

Aboriginal High Art 

Fred R. Myers 

2002 

0-8223-2949-2 

paper $24.95tr/£i8.95 

2000 

0-8223-2612-4 

paper $i9.95tr/£i5.50 

Margaret Mead Made 

Me Gay: Personal Essays, 

Public Ideas 

Esther Newton 

The World Turned 

John D'Emilio 
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CULTURAL STUDIES 

jane gallop » anecdotal theory 

Anecdotal Theory 

Jane Gallop 

2002 

0-8223-3038-5 

paper $i8.95tr/£i4.50 

Postmodernism, or. The 

Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 

Fredric Jameson 

1991 

0-8223-1090-2 

paper $2i.95tr 

Rights: World, excluding Europe and 

British Commonwealth (except Canada) 

G-Strings and Sympathy: 

Strip Club Regulars 

and Male Desire 

Katherine Frank 

2002 

0-8223-2972-7 

paper $i9-95tr/£i5.50 

selected b a ckl 1st & bestsellers 

Prozac on the Couch: 

Prescribing Gender in 

the Era of Wonder Drugs 

Jonathan Michel Metzl 

2003 

0-8223-3061-x 

cloth $24.95tr/£i8.95 

Parables for the Virtual: 

Movement, Affect, Sensation 

Brian Massumi 

2002 

0-8223-2897-6 

paper $i9.95/£i5.50 

On Longing: Narratives of 

the Miniature, the Gigantic, 

the Souvenir, the Collection 

Susan Stewart 

1993 

0-8223-1366-9 

paper $i8.95/£i4.50 

Beyond a Boundary 

C. L. R. James 

1993 

0-8223-1383-9 

paper $19.95^ 

Rights: World, except UK, British 

Commonwealth (including Canada), 

India and Africa 

Bodies of Inscription: 

A Cultural History of the 

Modern Tattoo Community 

Margo DeMello 

2000 

0-8223-2467-9 

paper $i7.95tr/£i3.95 

Tarrying with the Negative: 

Kant, Hegel, and 

the Critique of Ideology 

Slavoj Zizek 

1993 

0-8223-1395-2 

paper $i9.95/£i5.50 

Whose Art Is It? 

Jane Kramer 

1994 

0-8223-1549-1 

paper $i4.95tr/fn.50 

Globalization 

Arjun Appadurai, editor 

2001 

0-8223-2723-6 

paper $22.95/£i7.50 

The Making and 

Unmaking of Whiteness 

Birgit Brander Rasmussen, 

Eric Klinenberg, Irene J. Nexica, 

and Matt Wray, editors 

2001 

0-8223-2740-6 

paper $i9.95tr/£i5.50 
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WOMEN’S STUDIES 

Chicana Feminisms: 

A Critical Reader 

Gabriela F. Arredondo, 

Aida Hurtado, Norma Klahn, 

Olga Najera-Ramfrez and 

Patricia Zavella, editors 

2003 

0-8223-3141-1 

paper $23.95/£i8.50 

Reyita: The Life of a 

Black Cuban Woman in 

the Twentieth Century 

Marfa de los Reyes Castillo Bueno 

2000 

0-8223-2593-4 

paper $17.95 

Rights: North America 

RIMBAUD AND 
JIM MORRISON 

£ ^ • ■ a 
WALLACE FOWLIE 

"fELLING TO LIVE 

Telling to Live: 

Latina Feminist Testimonios 

The Latina Feminist Group 

2001 

0-8223-2765-1 

paper $i9.95tr/fi5-50 

Beyond the Whiteness 

of Whiteness: Memoir of 

a White Mother of Black Sons 

Jane Lazarre 

1997 

0-8223-2044-4 

paper $i5.95tr/£i2.50 

SOCIAL JUSTICE 

The Scandal of the State: 

Women, Law, and Citizenship 

in Postcolonial India 
Rajeswari Sunder Rajan 

2003 

0-8223-3048-2 

paper $2i.95/£i6.95 

BIOGRAPHY/MEMOIR 

In the Name of 

Osama Bin Laden: 

Global Terrorism and the 

Bin Laden Brotherhood 

Roland Jacquard 

2002 

0-8223-2991-3 

paper $i8.95tr/£i4.50 

POETRY 

Rimbaud and Jim Morrison: 

The Rebel as Poet 

Wallace Fowlie 

1994 

0-8223-1445-2 

paper $i5.95tr/£i2.50 

White Men Challenging Racism: 

35 Personal Stories 

Cooper Thompson, Emmett 

Schaefer, and Harry Brod 

2003 

0-8223-3096-2 

paper $2i.95tr/£i6.95 

Landscape with Human Figure 

Rafael Campo 

2002 

0-8223-2890-9 

paper $i5-95tr/£i2.50 

Feminism without Borders: 

Decolonizing Theory, 

Practicing Solidarity 

Chandra Talpade Mohanty 

2003 

0-8223-3021-0 

paper $2i.95tr/fi6.95 

The Man Who Stayed Behind 

Sidney Rittenberg 

and Amanda Bennett 

2001 

0-8223-2667-1 

paper $i8.95tr/£i4.50 

In Case of Fire in a Foreign Land: 
New and Collected Poems 
from Two Languages 

Ariel Dorfman 

2002 

0-8223-2987-5 

paper $i5.95tr/£i2.50 
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FICTION HISTORY/POLITICAL SCIENCE 

To Live and Die: 

Collected Stories of the Civil War, 

1861-1876 

Kathleen Diffley, editor 

2002 

0-8223-2887-9 

doth $32.95tr/f25.oo 

Close Reading: 

The Reader 

Frank Lentricchia and 

Andrew DuBois, editors 

2003 

0-8223-3039-3 

paper $24.95/£i8.95 

Black Athena Writes Back: 

Martin Bernal Responds 

to His Critics 
Martin Bernal 

2001 

0-8223-2717-1 

paper $24.95tr/£i8.95 

Emperors in the Jungle: 

The Hidden History 

of the U.S. in Panama 

John Lindsay-Poland 

2003 

0-8223-3098-9 

paper $i8.95tr/£i4.50 

IHI N E W 11S T 0 R Y 

in on 

OID MUSEUM 

SILENCE 

The Blood of Guatemala: 

A History of Race and Nation 

Greg Grandin 

2000 

0-8223-2495-4 

paper $19.95/£is.50 

Empire of Care: 

Nursing and Migration 

in Filipino American History 

Catherine Ceniza Choy 

2003 

0-8223-3089-x 

paper $i9.95/£i5.50 

The New History in an Old 

Museum: Creating the Past 

at Colonial Williamsburg 

Richard Handler and Eric Gable 

1997 

0-8223-1974-8 

paper $i9.95/£i5.50 

The Other Side of Silence: 

Voices from the Partition of India 

Urvashi Butalia 

2000 

0-8223-2494-6 

paper $i9-95tr 

Rights: World, except South Asia, Europe, 

the U.K., and Japan 

The Treatment: The Story 

of Those Who Died in the 

Cincinnati Radiation Tests 

Martha Stephens 

2002 

0-8223-2811-9 

cloth $28.95tr/£2i.95 

RELIGION 

The Hauerwas Reader 

Stanley Hauerwas 

2001 

0-8223-2691-4 

paper $27-95tr/£2i.50 

Gods of the Blood: 

The Pagan Revival 

and White Separatism 

Mattias Gardell 

2003 

0-8223-3071-7 

paper $23.95tr/£i8.50 

FILM/TELEVISION STUDIES 

Dreamhoiute 

^ f.VRM Spiffl 

Welcome to the Dreamhouse: 

Popular Media and 

Postwar Suburbs 

Lynn Spigel 

2001 

0-8223-2696-5 

paper $2i.95tr/£i6.95 
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ROBERT ADAMS 

Love Saves the Day 

A History of American 

Dance Music Culture, 1970-1979 

TIM LAWRENCE 

New jersey Dreaming 

Capital, Culture, 

and the Class of ’58 

SHERRY B. ORTNER 

A Date Which Will Live 

Pearl Harbor in American Memory 

EMILY S. ROSENBERG 

The Male Pill 

A Biography of a 

Technology in the Making 

NELLY OUDSHOORN 

Dissent from the Homeland 

Essays after September 11 

STANLEY HAUERWAS & 

FRANK LENTRICCHIA, EDITORS 

The Crux 

A Novel 

CHARLOTTE PERKINS GILMAN 

With an Introduction by Dana Seitler 

The Cuba Reader 

History, Culture, Politics 

AVIVA CHOMSKY, BARRY CARR 

& PAMELA MARIA SMORKALOFF, EDITORS 


